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Reach out in the darkness 
And you may find a friend



“Voices of Chaplaincy” Book Series –  
Your Stories Needed

The Military Chaplains Association is seeking short, personal stories of chaplain ministry from 
MCA members in the core ministry functions of nurturing the living, caring for the wounded, and 
honoring the fallen. Help the MCA share and preserve the inspirational stories of chaplains who 
served or currently serve in the U.S. Armed Forces, Civil Air Patrol and VA Chaplain Service.

Stories will be compiled, edited and published by MCA in paperback and e-book format and made 
available for worldwide distribution. All proceeds from book sales will benefit the MCA Chaplain 
Candidate Scholarship Fund. This new book series will expand the ability of the MCA to mentor and 
connect chaplains as we tell our story as personal advocates and voices of chaplaincy.

Stories should be limited to 500-1000 words (2-3 double-spaced pages) and specifically focus on 
one of the three core ministry functions. You may submit more than one story. All submissions are 
subject to approval by the editorial board. See below for more information and helpful guidelines for 
writing your story. If you have further questions, please send an email to: chaplains@mca-usa.org

Helpful Guidelines for Writing Your Story
1. Keep your story clear and concise. State the facts but avoid revealing any personal or confidential 

details (names of certain individuals, security sensitive info, etc.) that would detract from your story.

2. Limit your story to 500-1000 words or less (about 2-3 double-spaced pages if using 12 point New 
Times Roman font). 

3. Select a title for your story based on a particular theme or topic (nurturing, caring, honoring) you are 
presenting.

4. For examples of the types of stories to submit, please refer to “Miracles and Moments of Grace: 
Inspiring Stories from Military Chaplains” compiled by Nancy Kennedy (Leafwood Publishing, 2011).

5. Ask someone to proofread your story for clarity, spelling, and grammar. Make corrections as needed 
and put it aside for a few days. Pull it out again for a final proof and make corrections before 
submitting.

6. Email your story to chaplains@mca-usa.org If accepted we will email you a biographical background 
form and release form that entitles MCA to publish your story.  

7. Stories will be accepted until this project is complete. Please submit your story as early as 
possible for consideration in this project.
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The questions are endless:

“Why didn’t I see this coming?”

“What pleas for help did I miss?”

“Why wasn’t I there when they needed me?”

“Why did I leave them alone?”

Suicide is a continual and growing problem.

In a New York Times article earlier this year, Sabrina Tavernise reported that suicide rates are at a 
thirty year high. There is a significant increase in the suicide rate for middle aged men and women. 
This equates to a suicide rate of 13 in 100,000 people. Suicide rates among military personnel are even 
worse.  The overall suicide rate for military personnel was 19.9 in 100,000 troops. These 2014 rates 
reveal that although we have made some progress in dealing with service members who contemplate 
suicide, we have a long way to go. 

A recent Department of Defense report is sobering in its statement of the ongoing problem. The 
highest rate of suicides in our services are among our young service members. Although many of 
the suicides are completed by combat veterans, the majority are in response to failed relationships 
and administrative and legal problems. Most of these service members had access to health care and 
support from the chaplain. The problem is continual and growing. 

This is why we chose to focus on suicide awareness and suicide prevention in this issue of our 
magazine. These two endeavors continue to be important areas of ministry not only to our men and 
women in uniform but also for veterans. Those who have served often face difficult challenges of 
reintegration into society and bearing the stress of injuries - spiritual, moral, and physical – incurred in 
their service. 

Having been personally changed by the tragedy of a needless loss of life through suicide is a near 
universal experience. We hope that the articles presented here will help you not only to understand the 
problem more but also to reach out in a more effective way to the people we serve.   

As we move into the fall, our thoughts are on the upcoming National Institute in the nation’s capital.  
You will find detailed information in this issue about the seminars that we have planned as well as the 
excellent speakers who will provide resources for our ministry. We hope that you can join us as we 
come together with our partner, the Military Officers Association of America. Their support for our 
work is a blessing and much appreciated.  

Our projects continue to grow and I look forward to giving you an update on our efforts in Professional 
Military Chaplaincy, our Mentoring program, and Veteran Friendly Congregations, to mention just a 
few.

As ever, your continued support is very much appreciated. We continue to face challenges financially 
and although we are “holding our own”, we continue to seek outside sources of financial support. 
Special thanks to those who have contributed to our Emerson Fund as well as those who have made a 
monthly commitment. Each gift, no matter how small, is a help.

God’s Blessings and I look forward to seeing you in Washington DC.  

Greg Caiazzo
CAPT, CHC, USN, Ret
President MCA

From the President

President’s Letter
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Executive Director

Lyman Smith
CAPT, CHC, USN, Ret
Executive Director MCA

Professional Chaplaincy – 
Evidence Based Practice
Evidence-Based Practice (EBP) is a common term used in nearly all areas of health care today. Most of our 
VA Chaplains would be very familiar with it. It focuses on properly testing the effectiveness of strategies to 
address patient issues. It moves away from “intuition, unsystematic clinical experience, and pathophysiologic 
rationale”1 to a reasoned scientific approach to helping the patient to heal. This combines the unique needs of 
the patient through consideration of three components – 1. the best research available; 2. the clinical expertise 
of the practitioner; and 3. the values, needs, and preferences of the patient. 

The profession of chaplaincy has not always been in the forefront of accepting EBP. After all, the greatest use 
of EBP is in the health care setting and many of us provide our ministry in environments quite different from 
the controlled surroundings of a clinic or hospital. Perhaps even more important, what we do as chaplains 
involves an element of mystery (we find it difficult to measure or fit it into a scientific mold.) as we deal in 
the spiritual realm. We often believe that the very nature of who we are and what we bring defies scientific 
analysis. 

I believe there is a common ground and the way forward is to embrace EBP without sacrificing the 
uniqueness of our work. 

Two recent examples as EBP relates to suicide prevention. 

In an article2 which surveyed over 800 Army chaplains and 400 Army chaplain assistants (CA), researchers 
found several factors that provided an increased likelihood for chaplains and assistants to intervene on 
behalf of an individual contemplating suicide. Such interventions are deemed essential to prevent attempted 
and completed suicides. But there are factors that may stand in the way of a chaplain providing help…  
the perceptions of a stigma related to suicide and intervention, prior mental health training, and rank and 
seniority. We may believe that hours of training are positively associated with a willingness to intervene but 
the evidence based research shows that even with the extensive awareness, there is often a reluctance for the 
chaplain to bring up suicidal ideations. 

In another scholarly article3 related to Moral Injury (MI), researchers considered several studies addressing 
MI to propose a way forward. Based on the evidence, they suggest involving the chaplain in the diagnoses 
to provide effective treatment. In the past, diagnosis was strictly the purview of the medical professional. 
However, MI encompasses complex issues involving religion, morals, spirituality, and forgiveness which are 
often most effectively addressed within our unique skill set. 

One of our challenges in moving toward a professional military chaplaincy is to develop and incorporate EBP 
in a positive and appropriate way. Engaging in research with allied professions will help us move toward 
such an approach which will help to implement change. Even though the medical field has embraced EBT, 
implementing new strategies remains difficult.4 In this and future issues of The Military Chaplain, we hope 
to provide evidence based suggestions to deal with issues which our profession faces on a regular basis. Our 
goal is to contribute to positive change in our community that we may be better equipped and enabled to 
serve our service members, veterans, their families, and the institutions of our ministry.  
1 A Brief History of Evidence-based Practice, https://www.eboptometry.com/content/optometry/article/brief-history-evidence-based-practice-0 referenced  
 Aug 2016

2 Factors that Influence Chaplains’ Suicide Intervention Behavior in the Army RAJEEV RAMCHAND,P HD, LYNSAY AYER,P HD, LILY GEYER, BA,  
 AND AARON KOFNER, MS, MA; file:///C:/Users/milit/OneDrive/Magazine/2016/September%202016/Originals%20Not%20for%20Print/Background/ 
 Ramchand_et_al-2016-Suicide_and_Life-Threatening_Behavior.pdf; reference Aug 9, 2016

3 Moral Injury: A new challenge for complementary and alternative medicine; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26860798; reference Aug 9, 2016

4 Patient Safety and Quality: An Evidence-Based Handbook for Nurses; Chapter 7; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK2659/; accessed Aug 9, 2016
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October 25 - 27, 2016
Sheraton Pentagon City, 900 S Omre Street, Arlington VA

October 25th - 
MOAA Annual Meeting - 0900 - 1100
Optional MCA Seminars - 1300 - 1700
Awards Banquet 1800 - 2100

October 26th - 
MCA National Institute - 0800 - 1500 - Three presentations with Q&A
Emerson Luncheon - 1200
MCA Annual Meeting - 1530
MCA Memorial Service - 1630

October 27th - 0900 - 1400
Seminar on Chaplaincy - designed for actively serving chaplains 

Register here -ebiz.moaa.org/PersonifyEbusiness/Default.aspx?TabId=249&ProductId=58936637

Hotel Registration here - www.starwoodmeeting.com/events/start.action?id=1608105008&key=13C7C63F

MCA National Institute and Annual Meeting 2016

The Ethical Challenges of Chaplaincy
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 TIME EVENT LOCATION

 9:00 AM – 5:00 PM MCA Executive Committee Meeting TBD

 6:30 PM – 9:00 PM MOAA Levels of Excellence Awards Dinner  Commonwealth Ballroom
  – MCA members invited to attend

Tuesday, Oct. 25

 TIME EVENT LOCATION

 7:30 AM – 8:00 AM MCA conducted chapel services Mezzanine 1, 2, 3

 7:30 AM – 9:00 AM MOAA Continental Breakfast North Ballroom

 9:00 AM – 10:30 AM MOAA Annual Meeting of the  Membership Galaxy Ballroom

 10:30 AM – 11:30 AM Exhibits 

 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM Lunch 

 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM MCA Seminars 1 – Mentoring in the Age Concourse 1 & 2
  of Social Media – Chaplain Mike Langston

 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM MCA Seminar 2 – The My VA Experience –  Concourse 1 & 2
  The chaplain’s perspective – VA National  
  Chaplain Center Staff

 2:30 PM – 3:00 PM Break  

 3:00 PM – 4:30 PM MCA Seminar 3 – Professional Military  Concourse 1 & 2
  Chaplaincy – Filling in the Blanks – an open   
  discussion with Chaplain Jan McCormack

 3:00 PM – 4:30 PM MCA Seminars 4 – The challenge of VA Concourse 1 & 2
  Chaplaincy – navigating your way forward –  
  VA National Chaplain Staff 

 6:00 PM -9:00 PM MCA Awards Banquet Galaxy Ballroom

Master Schedule of Events for
Military Chaplains Association

Annual Meeting/National Institute
Oct 25-26, 2016

MCA Sponsored Chaplain Workshop
Moral Injury and the Chaplain:

Responding to the Need
October 27, 2016

Sheraton Pentagon City Hotel 
900 S. Orme St., Arlington, VA 22204, (703) 521-1900

Monday, Oct. 24 – events in red sponsored by MOAA open to all MCA members
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Wednesday, Oct. 26

 TIME EVENT LOCATION

 7:00 AM – 7:30 AM MCA conducted chapel services Mezzanine 1, 2, 3

 7:00 AM – 8:00 AM MCA Continental Breakfast 

 8:00 AM – 9:30 AM MCA Plenary Session 1 – Ethical Moral Issues Galaxy Ballroom
  in Health Care today – Chaplain (MAJ) Jeff 
  Matsler, USA, specialist in bio-ethics, 
  Walter Reed Army Medical Center

 9:30 AM – 10:00 AM Break 

 10:00 AM – 11:30 PM MCA Plenary Session 2 – Ethical Challenges Galaxy Ballroom
  of chaplaincy in Vietnam – Dr. Jacqueline  
  Witt, Army War College, author of Bringing 
  God to Me, American Military Chaplains 
  and the Vietnam War 

 12:00 NOON – 1:00 PM MCA Emerson Luncheon North 1 - 2

 1:00 PM – 2:30 PM MCA Plenary Session 3 – Ethics and Religious Galaxy Ballroom
  Counseling in a pluralistic environment – issues  
  facing military chaplains today - Robert Tuttle,  
  David R. and Sherry Kirschner Berz Research  
  Professor of Law and Religion,  
  George Washington University;

 3:00 PM – 5:00 PM MCA Annual Business Meeting, Elections,  North 1 - 2
  and Memorial Service – Adjournment 

 5:00 PM – 6:00 PM MCA Natioanl Executive Committee  Exec Board Room
  Meeting (as needed)

Thursday, Oct. 27 

 TIME EVENT LOCATION

 7:00 AM – 7:30 AM MCA conducted chapel services Mezzanine 1, 2, 3

 8:00 AM – 2:00 PM Professional Chaplaincy Workshop – The  Cavalier
  Chaplain and Moral Injury – responding  
  to the need 
  The Rev. Dr. Rita Brock, Chaplain Mike  
  Langston, Chaplain Jan McCormack –  
  open to all 
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Registration is open now and closes on September 30, 2016. Please register early.

The time draws near and final preparations are proceeding for our annual professional 
gathering. You may now register online by going to the MOAA website www.moaa.org. 
Links for registration (annual meeting and hotel) are found in the weekly email Newsgram.  
All of our members not affiliated with the Military Officers Association of America have 
been granted a complimentary one-year membership to MOAA to assist you in the 
registration process. 

Professional presentations at this year’s meeting will address ethical issues of chaplaincy. 
Our three major presentations will address this topic from the standpoint of constitutional 
law (Robert Tuttle, David R. and Sherry Kirschner Berz Rsearch Professor of Law and 
Religion, George Washington University); history (Jacqueline Witt, author of Bringing God 
to Men, American Military Chaplains and the Vietnam War), and bio-ethics (Chaplain, 
MAJ, Jeff Matsler, USA, specialist in bio-ethics at Walter Reed Army Medical Center). 

We will also sponsor a one-day seminar on the Chaplain and Moral Injury on the 27th 
of October featuring The Rev. Dr. Rita Brock, and the Rev. Drs. Mike Langston and Jan 
McCormack from our membership. This seminar will be open to all currently serving and 
former chaplains on a no-cost basis. 

At the Awards Banquet on the 25th we will honor Distinguished Service Awardees from 
all three military chaplain corps, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Civil Air 
Patrol. We will also honor two of our members with the Dando Volunteer Service Award 
and the David E. White Leadership Award sponsored by the Military Officers Association 
of America. 

Our National Citizenship Award will be presented to Ms. Virginia (Vee) Penrod who served 
as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Military Personnel Policy from October 
2010 to March 2014. Her duties in this position included overseeing the work of the 
Armed Forces Chaplains Board. 

If you are interested in having a display booth, please contact Chaplain Smith at 
chaplains@mca-usa.org.

Should you prefer to register by mail or over the phone, please contact the national office 
via email (chaplains@mca-usa.org), USPS - PO Box 7056, Arlington, VA 22207-7056, or 
phone - 703-533-5890. 

We look forward to seeing you in Washington.

91st MCA Annual Meeting and National Institute
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Question, Persuade, and Refer

By Chaplain (MAJ) Ray Henson, USARNG, Retired

“I know someone who is thinking about suicide!” This 
statement was offered up by a freshman girl who had quickly 
approached me as I hurried across the high school gym lobby. 
I stopped and looked cautiously at her. In my civilian career 
I serve as a high school administrator, and on this particular 
day I was already late for a mandatory, announced teacher 
observation. The new teacher observation protocol for my 
school district had just been instituted. There was a great deal 
of teacher anxiety associated with it, and administrators had 
been told not to miss a scheduled observation for any reason. 
In fact, I was on the way to do the first observation ever done at 
my school under that much maligned, new teacher observation 
system. 

As I looked at the young lady who had just blurted out that 
quite serious statement, I thought about what I knew about 
her. I recognized her as a quiet, smiling student who always 
said hello when she caught my eye, but had never talked 
at any length with me. “Would this someone happen to be 
you?” I asked with an intuition that surprised me. She nodded 
her assent. I had a difficult decision to make. If I missed the 
scheduled observation, I would probably receive a call from 
an angry director of schools. If I just asked her to come see me 
later, however, would I be risking her life? “Come with me to 
my office,” I told her.

Since I really had never dealt with a suicidal individual before 
that moment, what transpired over the next few hours now 
reminds me of the story I once heard about the woman who 
didn’t know CPR but attempted to save a man who was 
suffering from cardiac arrest. “I just pushed on his chest some 
and then blew in his mouth some after I called 911,” she 
offered. The fact that the man survived gave me some hope in 
my situation. I learned a lot about suicide, both on that day and 
the many days after that incident as I sought out training to help 
both with students with whom I work in my civilian job, and 
the soldiers I counsel as a chaplain working with the Tennessee 
Guard. In fact, I have counseled several soldiers since that 
incident who were considering suicide as an option. I am 

always grateful that I had the foundational background that the 
incident with the young lady prompted me to begin building.  

The first thing chaplains and other professionals need to do 
in working with suicide is to acknowledge their attitudes 
about suicide. We all carry around a host of perceptions about 
this subject that have layered in gradual accretions, starting 
with our childhood and continuing into adulthood. We have 
somewhat different perspectives about suicide because we have 
different experiences that have shaped those perspectives. It is, 
however, up to us to be aware of the beliefs and values accruing 
from the incidents that have shaped our perspectives, while 
acknowledging and respecting that others may have different 
perspectives arising from different incidents. As a professional 
though, we must convey an objective, non-judgmental attitude 
as we work with those who have suicidal ideations.

The second thing that we have to do is to acknowledge the 
magnitude of the problem. According to the Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), 
42,773 people died by suicide in 2014, and 1.1 million 
attempted suicide in the same year. The death total may 
be grossly underestimated because many suicides may be 
reported in other statistical categories such as homicides, 
accidental overdoses, or even traffic fatalities. As for veterans, 
in preliminary findings released in June by the VA from a 
comprehensive analysis of veterans’ records, the risk of suicide 
is 21% greater for veterans than for the general population. 
Veterans and active duty service members are generally 
acknowledged as high risk populations, along with other groups 
such as Native Americans, suicide survivors, and those who 
suffer from depression. Membership in more than one high risk 
population may have synergistic effects- a fact which chaplains 
need to keep in mind. 

The most important thing that chaplains and others need to 
know, though, is how to manage those in crisis with suicidal 
ideation. One evidence-based training that I obtained along 
with many others is QPR training. One might think of it, to 
follow a previous analogy, as CPR for suicide. QPR stands for 
“Question, Persuade, and Refer.” Just as CPR is not a treatment 
for heart disease, QPR is not a treatment or counseling for 

Question, Persuade, and Refer
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depression or suicidal ideation. It is, however, hope and positive 
action initiated by a first responder such as a chaplain. In order 
to apply QPR the chaplain needs to recognize the warning signs 
of a potential suicidal crisis. There may be direct verbal clues 
such as “I’m going to kill myself,” or more subtle, coded ones 
such as the young lady used with me. There may be behavioral 
clues such as giving away prized possessions or winding up 
affairs. There may be situational clues such as death of a loved 
one, divorce or other type of separation. Suicidal ideation may 
result from a diagnosis of terminal illness, anticipated loss 
of financial security, or loss of freedom as in incarceration. 
Increased drug or alcohol intake is an obvious clue. Over half 
of the people who die by suicide have a positive blood alcohol 
content (BAC), and 30% of deaths by suicide involve alcohol 
intoxication. 

The first step in QPR is to “question,” that is to ask about 
suicidal ideation. This step will require time for questioning and 
listening and should be done in privacy. How you approach this 
step is an individual matter and must entail your comfort as well 
as the ease of the other person. You may begin by conceding 
that you have noticed that the other person gives evidence 
of distress. You can be direct by asking, “Are you thinking 
about suicide?” or less direct by asking, “Have you been 
very unhappy lately?” The less direct approach may be more 
effective in eliciting the true feelings of the other person, but 

the most important step in QPR is asking the question, however 
it is done. Once you discover that the person is thinking of 
suicide, you now have the obligation to do something. Just as in 
CPR you cannot terminate chest compressions once you start, 
you cannot stop QPR until resolution of some kind is obtained. 
At this point it is time to apply step two in QPR, “persuade.”

Persuading someone not to end his or her life begins with active 

listening. It is important to note that active listening involves 
more than just listening. In active listening, particularly during 
this step of QPR, the listener observes the speaker’s behavior 
and body language. Having the ability to interpret a person’s 
body language lets the listener develop a more accurate 
understanding of the deeper level of the speaker’s message. 
This is paramount in working with someone who is having 
suicidal ideation. During active listening the listener may then 
paraphrase the speaker’s words. It is important to note that the 
listener is not necessarily agreeing with the speaker, but simply 
restating what was said. It is also important that the listener not 
rush to judgment or any kind of condemnation. It is necessary 
for the listener to quell his or her own fear about suicidal 
ideation and focus entirely on the other person. This is why 
acknowledging attitudes was an important prerequisite for the 
process. 

The goal of the “persuade” step is very simple. We want the 
person in distress to indicate that he or she will seek help. A yes 
to any of the following questions confirms that the persuasion 
has been successful:

   “Will you go with me to see a counselor?”

   “Will you let me make an appointment with …?”

In the interval before the appointment it is important to also get 
the person to agree to go on living and make a recommitment 

to life. To accomplish this simply say something like, “I want 
you to live. Won’t you please stay alive and stay safe until we 
can get you some help?” Frequently, a promise to remain safe 
is most often met with relief and an agreement to stay alive. If, 
however, there is a refusal to stay alive, it is paramount that the 
chaplain realize that suicide is legally not an acceptable solution 
for a person in crisis, at least in most circumstances. By calling 

Just as CPR is not a treatment for heart disease, QPR is not a treatment  
or counseling for depression or suicidal ideation. It is, however, hope  
and positive action initiated by a first responder such as a chaplain.
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1-800-SUICIDE, the chaplain can access involuntary treatment 
resources for the person in crisis.

The last step in QPR is making a referral. The best way to do 
this is when you personally make arrangements to take the 
person to a mental health provider. The next best option is 
when you arrange the appointment and confirm that the person 
actually kept it. The third best option is when you merely 
secure agreement from the person to accept help. However, 
according to a RAND survey of 4,900 Army chaplains and 
chaplain assistants published online in Spirituality in Clinical 
Practice by the American Psychological Association (April 7, 
2015), nearly all the chaplains and chaplain assistants surveyed 
said they have dealt with suicidal soldiers, and most said they 
encourage troubled soldiers to get help. However, because of 
confidentiality and other concerns, roughly half said they would 
be reluctant to alert someone in the chain of command about 
the soldier, and roughly a third said they would not call a crisis 

hotline for the soldier. 

Moreover, the study found chaplains and chaplain assistants 
hold some of the same negative views about therapy that often 
discourage soldiers from seeing a behavioral health specialist. 
Most in the survey agreed that soldiers who seek help for 
suicidal thoughts would be seen differently by their peers. 
The researchers said they believe this may be why chaplains 
are reluctant to intervene when a soldier comes to them with 
signs of suicidal thinking. Forty-four percent of chaplains 
surveyed indicated that they need training in suicide prevention 
treatment. 

This is the important piece of QPR that is missing. This is the 
piece that must be implemented if we as chaplains are to stem 
the almost epidemic proportion of suicides among veterans and 
active duty service members. 
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Chaplaincy and Suicide

By Chaplain (Maj) Robert A. Sugg, USAF, Retired 

In my first ten years as a USAF company grade chaplain I had 
approximately sixty actively suicidal military members approach 
me for help. I look back at that number and I am still stunned at 
the magnitude of this truth. Of the sixty, fifty-eight agreed to walk 
with me to Mental Health or emergency services, two senior NCOs 
would not go to anyone else but allowed me to care for them outside 
‘the system,’ and one of these handed me a loaded pistol. To my 
knowledge all sixty survived. Unfortunately this is not the entire story 
as I have also ministered to the units and families of about a dozen 
suicides. Over the span of my career I found issues of suicide to be 
a real problem and I have come to believe that unit chaplaincy is the 
commander’s most powerful tool for both prevention and response.

Prevention 

No one really wants to die. No one ever wakes up in the morning and 
says to themselves: “Self, would I like to die today?” The real enemy 
is not broken health, broken finances, or broken relationships. The 
enemy is always Despair and its terminal result is Hopelessness. For 
people struggling with the choice of suicide, death is the lesser of two 
evils. We can expose this dilemma by asking every suicidal client, 
“Do you want to die or do you want the pain to stop?” Everyone 
answers, “I want the pain to stop.” The answer in turn leads them 
to reframe the problem. Instead of pain that leads to death they now 
confess the possibility of a pain that leads to life. By definition, this 
is Hope; and chaplains represent this in abundance. In addition to 
my suicidal service members that were ‘saves,’ two service members 
came to ‘chit chat’. On the surface their issues seemed to be routine. 
Days, weeks, or months later both had killed themselves. They died 
because they lied! They had mustered up enough courage to get in my 
door but then only revealed part of the problem. By hiding the nature 
and depth of their despair they gave no opportunity for a simple 
reframe. After their suicides I was so angry! “If only” they had said 
something! With time, I learned that even with all the training and 
experience in the world there will always be a few clients who are 
masters of deception. I no longer beat myself up for other peoples’ 
choices and I will not allow anyone else to do it either.

The two keys to a chaplain’s success in suicide prevention are to 
make ourselves both physically and personably approachable. 
Suicidal people don’t talk to strangers. I saw very few suicidal service 

members walk into a chapel or into an unknown chaplain’s office. 
Almost all of the sixty knew me in some fashion, and trusted me…
enough. In Army units this is easier because of doctrine and practice. 
One unit equals one chaplain; and there are enough chaplains for 
every unit. Unfortunately, this is not so in the Air Force. Over the 
past two decades, reduction in forces and an increase in deployments 
have significantly cut back the ratio of chaplains available to Air 
Force units. As an over-extended field grade officer, I no longer had 
sufficient time to be effective in my units - though I had to make time 
for two completed suicides. To be effective in suicide prevention each 
chaplain needs to be issued minutes in the hour and hours in the day. 
This is primarily the responsibility of senior leadership.

In addition to sufficient time, the unit commander and senior NCO are 
directly responsible for effective unit chaplaincy. A chaplain cannot 
go, and will not be accepted, in a unit in which senior leadership does 
not acknowledge the chaplain as a valued member of the team. As 
an Air Force chaplain I was in a position to repeatedly measure this 
dynamic. Most company grade chaplains are given responsibility of 
a Group containing four Squadrons. In my experience, time and time 
again, half the squadrons were led by a commander, a senior NCO, 
or both that accepted my good faith offer to be available. In contrast, 
the leadership of the remaining squadrons couldn’t care less…and 
paid dearly for it. New chaplains ‘overdrive’ their units to establish 
relationships. This ministry of presence then equals counseling 
appointments; counseling appointments take up discretionary time; 
and in short order, all available time becomes a balance of host unit 
involvement and the resulting counseling appointments. Eventually 
all discretionary time is eaten up within our welcoming units. Sadly 
I remember a conversation with another exhausted colleague. Both 
of us had intentionally reduced unit visitation because we knew 
(all chaplains know) that visiting units means more counseling. In 
these days of fiscal austerity, it is even more critical that command 
understands that a chaplain’s discretionary time is limited and that 
units that welcome chaplains reap the rewards; units that reject 
chaplains reap the consequences; and units without chaplains can 
expect memorial services at the main chapel.

Regarding our relationships with our mental health peers, we do 
very well when we cultivate them. Egos aside, with a little grace, 
our two professions are wonderfully complimentary. Unfortunately, 
confidentiality rules often prevent overt collaboration on individual 

Chaplaincy and Suicide:  
Dilemmas of Despair Unto Hope
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clients and so we must establish a protocol- an explicit mutually 
understood rule: If we send a client, the mental health unit may be free 
to send them away with an appointment. If we walk a client, we are 
putting the mental health team on notice that the client has made an 
overt confession of suicidal ideation.  No verbal exchange is needed.

Response

Ministering to a unit after a suicide is not much different than 
ministering in the aftermath of any critical incident. Each person 
will be affected differently. The key to good chaplaincy is to identify 
those who need focused pastoral care. After one suicide I arrived 
with the commander to an isolated building in which the unit had 
been assembled. None of the rank and file knew why they had been 
gathered. Per chance, as the commander made the announcement, I 
was positioned at the front of the room and able to read every face. 
Some burst into tears, most looked uncomfortable, but… four or five 
were visibly angry or presented a flattened affect. There was no hiding 
it. Bingo! The ones that needed follow-up were readily apparent. 
Since that time I have advised commanders to invite the mental 
health stress team to participate in the notification process and have 
us positioned near the front of the room while the announcement is 
made. Identifying those who need follow-up care is now like shooting 
fish in a barrel. And for follow up care, there is never a better place 
than the ‘smoke pit’ at 0300. 

In my career I had two chaplain assistants kill themselves. The first 
was a young female service member who had obvious psychological 
issues from day one. Many of the chapel personnel attempted to care 
for her by getting emotionally close. I chose to keep a professional 
distance. After her suicide the entire chapel team was stunned into 
emotional paralysis and unaware that they could not function. My 
second experience with a chaplain assistant suicide was on the first 
day of my new assignment. I showed up to work and one of our 
NCOs did not. She was well loved. Again, the chapel staff was 
functionally paralyzed and could not realize it. This time I encouraged 
the wing chaplain to call in the installation’s critical stress team and 
the chapel staff from a neighboring base. No matter how good we 
think we are, there is no such thing as business as usual when it is one 
of our own. Know when to call in reinforcements. 

Ministering to the units and families of suicide is truly bitter sweet. 
The bitter is very bitter but… suicide is the one place and time where 
our incarnational ministry shines brightest because the chaplain is. 
The chaplain is the representative of a larger purpose, the chaplain is 
the representative of the Living God, the chaplain is the love of God 

and the chaplain is the symbol of hope. In the Book of Numbers, the 
Lord said to Moses: “Make a snake and put it up on a pole; anyone 
who is bitten can look at it and live.” In the minds and hearts of 
many who are suffering, the very presence of a chaplain reframes 
the dilemma of despair unto death into the dilemma of despair unto 
hope. In the spiritual desert of suicide, the presence of a chaplain 
unequivocally brings stability and healing; not because who we are 
but to Whom we belong. 

Chaplain Rob Sugg is a retired USAF Chaplain, and an Army 
Family Life trained chaplain. In addition to his Master of 
Divinity, he holds a Master of Counseling Psychology, 8 units 
of Clinical Pastoral Education and is a Fellow, American 
Association of Pastoral Counselors.
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The Judas Factor

By Chaplain (Lt Col) Brian Bohlman, ANG

Suicide  Statistics

Understanding the reasons that cause a person to choose to commit 
suicide is a very complex topic for discussion in society in general 
and in the military in particular. It breaks our heart when we hear 
statistics that an estimated 22 veterans a day end their lives by suicide. 
In response to the increasing number of military and veteran suicides, 
a number of new organizations have launched awareness programs, 
websites, and social media campaigns, such as Mission22.com, 
22Kill.com, ArmedForcesMission.com, and the 22 Pushup Challenge 
group on Facebook.

Statistics from the Defense Department that examine the causes 
that contribute to suicide include financial trouble, mental illness, 
relationship problems, legal issues, and substance abuse as the top 
factors in military suicides. Running counter to the belief that time 
on the battlefield is the main cause of such deaths, a Pentagon study 
of the 319 non-reserve military suicides in 2012 found that more 
than 50% were among service members who had never deployed 
(Marsh, 2014). However, lest you think this article will continue to 
parrot what we already know about suicide statistics, here I seek to 
challenge chaplains to think more theologically about the impact and 
significance of broken spiritual relationships and suicide.

Psychological Autopsy

According to the American Association of Suicidology, the so-called 
psychological autopsy has become a best practice, postmortem 
procedure to reconstruct the proximate and distal causes of an 
individual’s death by suicide or to ascertain the most likely manner of 
death where that manner of death is equivocal and left undetermined 
by a medical examiner or coroner. Furthermore, the psychological 
autopsy helps promote understanding to the often-asked “why?” 
question raised by survivors regarding the suicide of their loved 
one. It is used in case-control research studies to better ascertain risk 
factors for suicide and helps to answer questions of causation in both 
individual cases (e.g. where negligence may be alleged) or suicide 
and interconnections between cases, as in clusters of suicides. Hence, 
lessons are learned to inform prevention efforts (Suicidology.org).

As psychological autopsies are performed on those who have 
suicided, there appears to be one major common contributing factor--
broken relationships--that breaks through a person’s dam of protective 
factors and throws them into a raging river which ultimately ends 
with a deadly waterfall from an attempted or completed suicide. For 
those who have completed the two-day Applied Suicide Intervention 
Skills Training (ASIST) workshop by LivingWorks Education, you 
understand the connection between the dam, river, and waterfall 
analogy.

Broken Relationships     

When we analyze the impact and significance of broken relationships, 
it is often assumed that this was a physical relationship with 
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another person, such as a friend, family member or life partner. 
However, what if the brokenness was of a spiritual nature…a broken 
relationship with the Divine? What if the person has transgressed 
their core values or spiritual beliefs to the point where they suffer with 
immense guilt and shame; and are unable to find absolution for their 
wounded soul? What if their main reason for dying is because they 
lost their hope or faith in living?

Caring for the Warrior’s Soul 
As chaplains, we are commissioned to compassionately care for 
every warrior’s soul, regardless of their faith tradition or secular 
belief system. As a result, being a spiritual care provider means that 
chaplains must deal equally with the dark and difficult issues of sin, 
guilt, shame, and remorse along with the spiritually uplifting concepts 
of forgiveness, reconciliation, healing, and hope. Each of these terms 
are rooted in deep religious meaning in many faith traditions and 
are well within a chaplain’s shepherding role to discuss with those 
plagued by suicidal ideations. We should never ignore an opportunity 
to ask a person at risk of suicide about the health of their spiritual 
relationships.

As you think back on the lives of warriors who have attempted or 
completed suicide, it is important to take time to reflect theologically 
about their spiritual health and relationship with the Divine. While we 
may never know the answers to some of the questions, it is possible 
to conduct our own spiritual autopsy, because in doing so, we are able 
to learn more about how to deal with those presently suffering from a 
broken relationship with their God. 

Spiritual Autopsy Reflection Questions

Questions can be helpful when reflecting theologically on those 
who are no longer with us. These are just a few suggested questions 
that may help chaplains better understand the spiritual relationship 
distress inside the soul of someone with suicidal ideations.

1. Did they transgress a deeply held moral belief or expectation (moral 
injury)? If so, how were they dealing with their guilt and shame?

2. What were their spiritual beliefs or perceptions about the nature of 
God? Loving and forgiving or judgmental and condemning?

3. What was their concept of forgiveness of self, others, and with the 
Divine?

4. How did they understand reconciliation and healing?

5. What was their connection between faith, beliefs, and hope?

The Judas Factor

When examining the biblical account of the suicide of Judas Iscariot 
in Matthew 27:3-10 and Acts 1:18-20, what would a spiritual autopsy 
of his life reveal? As chaplains who are called to care for the warrior’s 
soul, may we better understand our role as spiritual and pastoral 
caregivers for those suffering from a broken spiritual relationship 
with the Divine. Providing a ministry of presence, care, and hope 
must include creating a confidential, non-judgmental safe haven for 
service members and veterans to process their guilt and shame that 
resulted in a broken spiritual relationship with their God. This gives 
the old adage, “Tell it to the Chaplain” a richer meaning in suicide 
prevention, intervention, and postvention.
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Surviving Spouse

By Chaplain (COL) Ken Revell,  
USA, Retired
94th Army Air Missile Defense Command

“That which does not kill me  
will make me stronger.” 

This was the attitude I took when facing the 
shock and awe of my beloved wife’s death. 
For the first couple of months, I was numb, 
perhaps living in a zombie-like existence. All 
was surreal. Oh, I was in touch with reality. I 
found a way, with the help of the Holy Spirit, 
to function while in the midst of 
pain. I was a shell of a man. If you 
observed me from the outside, all 
looked normal. But if you looked 
inside, you would see that the lights 
were on but no one was home. 
I was vacant, empty. Anna, the 
woman I loved with all of my heart 
and who was so much a part of me, 
had left the building.

The death (or as I prefer to call it, 
the home-going) of my beloved 
wife of 28 years, in August 2014, 
left a gaping hole in my heart. I was 
among the walking wounded. And I knew 
that no matter how long I lived on the earth, 
I would always walk with a limp. The scar 
tissue of this loss was here to stay. 

The feelings were and remain disorienting, 
overwhelming and all-consuming. I can 
barely express them. Piercing loss, mental 
anguish, and suffocating sadness from Anna’s 
conspicuous absence are immeasurable. 
The spiritual groaning and moaning of my 
soul and the constant adjustment to all the 
“new normals” created a daunting task. I had 
preached funerals, memorialized soldiers, 
and assisted with death notifications of 
fallen soldiers. But all of this would fade in 
comparison to personally dealing with the 
death of my own sweetheart. Nothing in 
life prepares you for such a sobering gut-
wrenching event.

Although excruciatingly painful and 
immensely personal, Anna’s death did not 
mean that life would slow down or that I 
would have the luxury of taking a leave-
of-absence. This is not because my unit 
was not willing to grant me leave. Nor, was 
there a lack of compassion on their part. 
The pressing issue that commanded my full, 
immediate, and unwavering attention was 
that I now had the awesome responsibility 
of single handedly parenting my 13-year-old 
grandson.

The purpose of this article is to provide 
you, the reader, with some of the lessons I 
learned (and re-learned) as I tunneled my 
way through this period of darkness and 
challenge. I am an optimist by nature. But 
being an optimist and a chaplain does not 
give me diplomatic immunity from the aches, 
quakes and shakes of life. 

My walk through the valley and the 
shadow of grief and loss was not a cadence 
(structured) walk. I did not always color 
inside the line. There were times I did not 
know where the lines were. To use military 
lingo, I did a lot of round stepping, wobbling, 
stumbling and even sometimes low crawling. 
With grit, grace, prayer, and the support of 
many shoulders to lean on, I learned to put 
one foot in front of the other.

As I continue to walk through the grief and 
reflect on the lessons I learned, my prayer is 
that what I have experienced can impart some 
comfort to you as you begin or continue your 
own journey. I pray that the lessons I learned 
and now share below will shepherd you 
through some of the tough terrains of life. 
May God turn your scars into stars.  

1. Attitude is Everything:  I came to the 
conviction that attitude is everything. The 
attitude I adopted as I dealt with the grief 
and loss, coupled with fulfilling the demands 

of being a single parent and a full 
time soldier, is “that which does 
not kill me will make me stronger.” 
Strength comes through positive 
struggle. I have a choice and I am 
choosing to be bigger than what has 
happened to me. 

2. Focus on Things You Can 
Control: I focused on the things I 
could control rather than focusing 
on things that I could not control. 
I knew that if I tried to control 
everything (which is, in and of 
itself, fundamentally impossible), I 

was putting myself at risk of being frustrated 
and burnt out. Hence, I chose to pick my 
fights and battles. A wise person so aptly 
said, “There are two things in life you should 
never worry about: things that you can do 
something about and things you can’t. “If 
there be a solution, seek until you find it. 
If there be none, never mind it.” I was also 
mindful of the Serenity Prayer as I sought 
discernment in identifying things I could 
control and things I could not.

3. Living Out of the Will: I had to learn to 
live out of my will not my emotions. Feelings 
and emotions have too many “bad hair 
days” and are not reliable guides for living 
effectively through the storms of life. It has 
well been said that it is easier to act our way 
into right feelings than to feel our way into 
right actions. While cognitive thoughts and 
feelings often take us down different roads, 

Surviving Spouse, Single Parent, Full Time Soldier
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it is critical that feelings and emotions do not 
drive the train.  

4. Embracing the New Normals: I 
courageously learned to embrace all the new 
normals. One of my new normals was the 
caretaking of our then-13-year-old grandson, 
Brandon. While assuming sole caretaking 
responsibility was a daunting task, I am 
quick to say this mission saved my life. 
This mission saved me from the sabotaging 
behaviors of self-pity, self-absorption and 
the navel-gazing syndrome. Navel-gazing 
literally means engaging in self-absorbed 
behavior, often to the point of being 
narcissistic. Needless to say, I felt a deeper 
love for Brandon, reaffirming that I was 
doing something right. The capacity to focus 
on someone else meant I was not focusing 
on my own loss and pain. Rather, focusing 
outward, helped me to see that while pain in 
life is inevitable, misery is always optional.

5. Journaling Is a Must: For me, journaling 
was a curative outlet for all the emotions that 
wanted to overwhelm me. I learned to journal 
like crazy. I journaled about me, about Anna, 
about Brandon, about pain, about joy, about 
fear, about God. Putting feelings on paper 
was cathartic. Journaling helped me in the 
long run to objectify the pain, to put it in 
a new light and to see it from a different 
perspective. If you can name your pain, then 
that pain, in the long run, can become an ally 
and not a liability. I strongly believe that if 
you can objectify the pain, it loses much of its 
power over your life.

6. Choose Your Healers and Counselors 
Carefully: I found learning who I could talk 
to about my pain and who I could not was 
both an art and a science. Everybody has their 
limits. When it comes to counselors, there 
is no one size that fits all. You have to find a 
counselor who you connect with and share 
your feelings. If you discover that you no 
longer can share with your counselor, then it 
is time to find a new one. 

7. Keeping My Spiritual Life Hot: I had to 
work hard to keep my spiritual walk with the 
Lord hot. When it came to my relationship 
with Jesus, I put all of me on His altar, 
including my anger, pride, hurt, stubbornness, 
ego, and temptations. Nothing was off limits. 
While confession may be bad for your 
reputation, it is good for the soul. Since I 
believe that God knew everything about me 
and loved me anyway, I really had nothing to 
lose and everything to gain. While I still hurt 
in fundamental ways, I am proof positive that 
God is able to turn scars into stars.  

8. Turn Up the Music: I have found 
contemporary Christian music to be very 
powerful when it comes to the healing of 
deep sadness. Nothing can touch the soul 
like music. When my thoughts start going 
negative and I am stewing over my sorrow, 
the right music has a way of turning my 
thoughts around. Find music, whatever the 
type, that helps you and embrace that it can 
lift your spirits.  

9. Do Physical Fitness, Go to Work, 
Do Your Job: I found it important and 
therapeutic to work hard, even when I felt 
I was moving through life like a zombie. 
I would wake up at 0430 and run 4-6 
miles almost every day. I hate running. I 

discovered that if you do not work hard 
to take care of yourself, the centripetal 
(inward) and centrifugal (outward) 
forces can take over your life. I am not 
advocating that you become a workaholic. 
However, it is imperative to have routines, 
objectives, vision, parameters, expectations, 
responsibility and accountability.  

10. Pace Yourself: The grieving process 
is generally characterized by five stages: 
denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and 
acceptance. The process is not a sprint. It 
is usually a marathon. When you lose a 
spouse, this is especially true. There is no 
leaping over tall buildings or moving faster 
than a speeding bullet. In real life, which is 
quite unlike Superman movies, there are no 
bullet-proof people. The grieving process is 
rarely characterized by leaping over stages or 
moving smoothly from one step to the next. It 
is sometime entails going three steps forward 
and then two steps back. Before reaching 
the acceptance stage, many people get stuck 
for inordinate amounts of time (months, 
years) on a step that seems insurmountable. 
I constantly had to remind myself that God 
does his best work in the crucibles of life. 
And that, at the end of the day, God will 
never squander my pain.

As I ponder my life after losing Anna, I am 
reminded of a poem by Robert Browning 
Hamilton:

I walked a mile with Pleasure;
She chatted all the way; 

But left me none the wiser 
For all she had to say.  

I walked a mile with Sorrow,
And ne’er a word said she;

But oh! The things I learned from her,
When sorrow walked with me.

Finally, because I do not believe we suffer 
in vain, I have asked the Lord to take Anna’s 
home going and to use the pain to make me 
a more caring, empathetic, compassionate, 
authentic, sage, and, a grateful person. 
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Suicide Prevention

By 1st Lt. Clay Lancaster,  
9th Reconnaissance Wing Public Affairs

BEALE AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. (AFNS) -- An Airman 
from Beale Air Force Base was awarded the Airman’s Medal 
July 29 for his heroic actions in saving the life of a fellow 
Airman here. 

Senior Airman Terron Matthews, a 9th Aircraft Maintenance 
Squadron assistant crew chief, responded to a friend in need 
who had sent texts indicating he was planning to commit 
suicide.

“He was the type of person where a suicidal thought was 
the last thing on my mind,” Matthews said. “He hadn’t done 
anything leading up to the event that made me think that 
suicide was a possibility.” 

After receiving the suicidal texts Matthews rushed over 
to his friend’s house and found him in the backyard with 
two handguns. Matthews, while waiting for local law 
enforcement, was able to convince his friend to surrender one 

of the two weapons. 

“Too much was going through my head on my way there; I 
didn’t know what to expect,” Matthews said. “Honestly I was 
just hoping he was alive. When I did find him and knew he 
was alive, he had a look on his face I had never seen another 
man have.”

Once law enforcement arrived the situation quickly developed 
and his friend attempted to harm himself with the second 
weapon. Ultimately, Matthews was able to wrestle his friend 
to the ground, where he managed to gain control of the second 
weapon and prevent bodily harm to his friend and himself.

The Airman’s Medal is awarded for Airmen who distinguish 
themselves by a heroic act and usually involve members 
voluntarily risking their own life. 

“You never know what people are going through; they could 
have the biggest smile on their face but could have problems 
in their personal life,” Matthews said. “You show a person 
that you genuinely care and you would be surprised what they 
open up with.”

Senior Airman Terron Matthews, a 9th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron assistant crew chief, is presented the Airman’s 
Medal July 29, 2016, at Beale Air Force Base, Calif. Matthews was presented the medal for heroic actions in saving a 
fellow Airman’s life May 18, 2015. (U.S. Air Force photo/Staff Sgt. Jeffrey M. Schultze)

Beale Airman recognized  
for heroic act
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A Rap on Suicide Prevention
Chaplain (COL) Thomas R. “Tom” 
Decker, USA, Retired

Hey man!  Hey, lady! 
This class will pass! 
It is a gas! 
It’s the intervention rag; 
the prevention jag! 

Suicide. 
‘s what we’re talkin’ about 
 ‘bout keepin’ a life, 
 ‘bout makin’ up with the wife, 
‘bout bein’ a man, 
‘bout bein’ a lady, 
‘bout doin’ things right, 
and not goin’ crazy 
in the middle of the night, 
 and bein’ up tight, 
 when nothin’ ain’t’ right, 
and the only sound 
 which is goin’ down 
 round and round, 
round in the head, 
is I’m better off dead! 
 Better off dead! 
 Better off dead! 

No! 
It’s the crazy thinkin’ 
 The stinkin’ thinkin’ 
What’s goin’ around 
 In this town, 
 Getting people down, 
 And causin’ em to frown’ 
 Wantin’ to drown
It all, and end it all. 

So this here is 
The prevention word, 
 The intervention word, 
 That everybody’s heard 
About doin’ right 
 When things are up tight. 

And we’re savin’ to you: 
 No more drugs or glue, 
  Goes for booze too, 
 No more bullets in the gun, 
  Or takin in the sun, 
 No more shot-gun blast, 
  A thing of the past, 
 No more slittin’ the wrist, 
 No more ropes that twist, 

 No more lye down the throat, 
 No more drownin’ out the boat, 
 No more takin’ the leap, 
 No more dyin’ in the sleep, 
 No more fallin’ on a knife, 
  To end the life 
 No more heavy use, 
  Of that drug abuse, 

No more goin’ crazy, 
In the middle of the night, 
 When nothin’ ain’t right, 
And the only sound 
 goin’ down, 
 round and round, 
round in the head, 
Is I’m better off dead! 
 Better off dead! 
 Better off dead! 

No! 
It’s the crazy thinkin’ 
 The stinkin’ thinkin’ What’s 
goin’ around 
 In this town, 
 Getting people down, 
 And causin’ em to frown’ 
 Wantin’ to drown it all; 
 End it all. 

It’s the crazy thinkin’ 
The stinkin’ thinkin’ 
‘bout suicide! 
Ain’t no way to live;
Ain’t No way to die! 
 Gotta give life a try! 
 Give God a try, 
 Rather live than die! 

So this little talk, 
 And this little walk, 
Is to make you think, 
 ‘n erase the stink 
Of suicidal thoughts, 
 And getting’ down, 
Depressed and low 
 With nowhere to go, 
 Thinkin’ no one’ll know, 

So put away the knife, 
 And save a life. 
Put away the rope, 
 And have a little hope. 
Put away the gun, 
 And have some fun. 

Put away the booze, 
 You gotta lot to lose. 
Put away the stuff, 
 Yeah, life’s a little rough, 

But death is the end, 
Death is the end, 
When there ain’t no more 
when you shut that door, 
Bang! That’s it! 
Bang!  That’s it! 

So do your bit 
For suicide prevention, 
And make an intervention. 

Where will it end? 
With you, my friend! 
So heed the word 
you now have heard. 

Take the dare, 
 And begin to care. 
Grow a little bolder, 
 Try lovin’ the soldier, 
 Let ‘em grow a whole lot older. 

So go ahead, take the time! 
It don’t cost a dime! 

Remember this tune 
 the next full moon: 
‘s what we’re talkin’ about 
‘s ‘bout savin’ a life 
‘bout being a man, 
‘bout being a lady, 
‘bout doin’ things right, 
and not goin’ crazy. 

It’s the intervention rag, 
The prevention jag! 

And 
 It’s 
  All 
           Right!  

Written in 1994 while serving as 
MEDCOM Command Chaplain, 18th 
Medcom, USFK.  Published in Dry 
Heat, Light and Life on an Arizona 
Army Post, pp 52, ff. Authorhouse, 
2010. 

The Intervention Rag
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Thoughts on Suicide Prevention

Chaplain (COL) Thomas R. “Tom” Decker,  
USA, Retired

The little rap, “The Intervention Rag,” presents real issues to soldiers 
and family members who have fallen victim to suicide.  

In my first unit, a young soldier drank a can of lye. It took about 6 
weeks for him to die.  He could no longer talk, and could not explain 
why he had done what he had done. 

In one of my last duty stations, an NCO retired one day and a day 
later hung himself from a bridge over the sandy bed of the San Pedro 
River.  

In 28 years of active duty—from 1975 to 2002—suicide prevention 
has been at the top of the list for chaplains’ must-do ministry tasks.  

In the beginning I taught suicide prevention classes with minimal 
formal training until the Chief of Chaplains initiated the first Suicide 
Prevention Course at the Menninger Clinic in Topeka, KS (late 
1990s). During that class, Dr. Walter Menninger offered a coherent 
and thoroughly relevant explanation of what it means for a chaplain 
to brief the commander on “morale as effected by religion,” a helpful 
adjunct to effective suicide prevention programs—and an insight 
into the effect of multiple deployments on soldiers and families.  (Cf. 
“Adaption and Morale: Predictable responses to life change” by 
Walter W. Menninger, Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic Volume 52 
(3), May 1988, 198-210).

As the installation chaplain at Fort Huachuca, the commander tasked 
me to be the suicide prevention action officer. The opportunity 
to serve in this unusual capacity was both a rewarding learning 
experience even though frustrating with the requirement that unit 
ministry teams provide regular updates with their data.  

Over the years I picked up suicide prevention “helps,” now days—
quite appropriately--called “life hacks.” These were tricks of the trade 
in dealing with suicide prevention.  

Some of these “life hacks” include:    

v Suicide is a preventable illness. Suicidal persons can be helped 
when folks recognize the suicidal ideation or behavior and 
then make the appropriate intervention at the right time. Multi-
disciplinary training is a must. Suicide prevention can never be 
just another block to be checked on the OER support form. The 
lives of soldiers and the strength of military units depend upon 

insightful, effective, and timely prevention programs.  

v 3 tips on recognizing suicidal ideation and what to do: Ch 
(Colonel) Richard “Dick” Brandt, the post chaplain at Ft Carson 
(early 80s), advised that three components go into all suicides. 
What Dick advocated made sense then, and it still does: the 
suicidal person has experienced a significant loss which results in 
misplaced anger—most often turned in on self—and manifested 
as depression.  The loss may seem minimal to outsiders, but the 
loss is most significant—perhaps even central—to the person’s 
self-esteem. Secondly, the person has no hope, i.e. he/she is not 
able to sort through the details to find a workable path out of his/
her dilemma. Rather than solutions, the depressed person often 
sees complications and barriers. Third, the person has the lethal 
means to take his/her own life. Chaplain Brandt’s “life hack” was 
that if the counselor/chaplain is able to remove any one of those, 
the person most likely will not do something that will jeopardize 
his/her own life. He suggested that the anger issue is the easiest to 
deal with by shifting the blame from self to another source. One 
chaplain recalled the MPs’ summoning him to a set of quarters 
where a man was in the kitchen with a loaded .45 pistol. The 
chaplain—alone in the room with the man and the MPs outside-
-talked it out and the man finally relinquished his firearm and the 
situation was defused.  

v Suicide prevention efforts can be measured on a post wide basis 
to keep the commander and staff informed of progress. At Fort 
Huachuca, the Installation Staff Chaplain’s office tracked the 
number of suicide prevention classes and the number of attendees 
over against the post/military population. The commander’s far-
reaching goal was that there be no suicides, a goal, by the way, 
that was achieved. Accountability for all levels of prevention—
public awareness, classes on a small group/unit level, multi-
disciplinary training, and follow-up for suicidal behavior—are all 
key to an effective program.  

v Suicide prevention programs are aimed at the general population 
to provide general information on the need for a broad base of 
suicide prevention. The suicide prevention class itself is more 
specific, identifying suicidal ideation as well as suicidal behavior, 
and how to get appropriate help for the person in need.  

v Intervention efforts run the gamut of counseling to the proper 
diagnosis of a medical condition with appropriate follow-on 
treatment including medication and hospitalization.  

Thoughts on Suicide Prevention 
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v The counselor’s follow-up efforts are critical to give the person 
a sense of hope and purpose lest the counselee be left to his/her 
own “plan” for a successful end to his/her problem.  

v Law enforcement efforts are appropriate when lethal means are 
readily available to the person in distress.  

v When encountering a person suspected of having suicidal 
thoughts or behaviors, ask them. Most often, they will tell you 
what they are thinking as well as what their plan is.  

v The commander’s suicide prevention program signals to the 
community the commander’s intent to care for soldiers and 
families. The intentionality is that everyone—military and 
civilian, highly trained or perhaps untrained—becomes an 
important component of the commander’s prevention effort.  

v Not all suicides are fatal—even to military careers. A strapping 
E6 walked into my office in Korea and offered that if I needed 
help in suicide prevention classes, he’d be glad to assist. He 
related that as a young soldier he’d suffered the loss of his fiancé 
in a horrific accident. He had nowhere to turn, and decided to take 
his own life. He cuts his wrists (the right way!) and collapsed, 
alone in his barracks. Fortuitously a roommate who had forgotten 
his ID card returned to the room to find the soldier almost dead 
from his wounds. He called for help, and the soldier survived. 
He obtained counseling, and continued his military career as a 
successful, model NCO. He wanted people to know that getting 

help is not necessarily fatal to a career! Not getting help, however, 
is deadly.  

v Alcohol abuse contributes to suicidal behavior. Probably not 
all but most suicidal gestures—in my experience—took place 
when the person’s judgment was impaired by the use of alcohol. 
A suicide survivor in Germany, related stabbing himself with a 
hunting knife plunged into his heart (!) while drunk with grief 
over a marital situation. Fortunately, someone found him, and 
with immediate medical treatment, he survived. He told me that 
even though he had been serious in attempting to kill himself, 
he regretted his action, and that with better judgment, he never 
would have done it.  

v Suicide prevention gives evidence of the unit ministry team’s 
ministry of hope.  

Other chaplains and ministry teams can offer their own reliable 
experience for conducting an effective suicide prevention class or 
honing an installation-wide program to save lives, careers, families—
and money—for today’s military. We learn from one another. Ideas are 
cheap; lives are not. 

Tom Decker served in the South Dakota Army National Guard, 
and served in four different mechanized infantry divisions, with 
10 years’ service overseas in Germany and Korea.  He retired in 
2002 to serve an urban church in Long Beach, CA.
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Prepare for a Career in  
MILITARY CHAPLAINCY  

through RAWLINGS SCHOOL OF DIVINITY

Our Master of Divinity in Military Chaplaincy equips 
you to effectively minister to our nation’s armed forces  
through courses in resiliency, crisis counseling, leadership, 

and more. Classes are available online and on campus.

“Earning my master’s degree in military chaplaincy 
from Liberty has been the most incredible learning 

experience of my life.”  Brandon Liesenfelt ’17
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Training Champions for Christ since 1971

Women’s Scholarship Fund
For over twenty-five years the Air Force women chaplain’s non-profit organization, Women United in Ministry (WUIM), 
provided assistance to women in military ministry to attend training in support of their professional development. This year 
WUIM voted to dissolve and to provide its remaining assets to the MCA. Their only request: that these monies be placed in a 
designated fund to provide assistance in accord with the original intent for which they were given. 

The National Executive Committee received this gift with gratitude and established a special fund in August of this year. The 
purpose of the fund is to enable women chaplain candidates, military chaplains, and Veterans Affairs chaplains to receive 
needed scholarship assistance to attend training to include future MCA conferences.  

This fund is now open for further contributions and can be used to assist women involved in military ministry as they seek 
professional development in support of their ongoing service. Our hope is the initial generous gift will multiply many times 
over and help advance ministry to all who serve our great nation. Thank you members of WUIM for your vision, spirit of 
generosity, and service.
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Thank God for CREDO

The Military Chaplains Association
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Serving Since 1925 in support of Freedom of Religion
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By Peter Gregory, CDR, CHC, USN. Retired

When I retired from active duty in 2007, I took a call to pastor the 
Community Presbyterian Church in Lambertville, NJ. In the 5 years 
prior to my call, the church experienced four completed suicides 
among church members and no fewer than six attempts and ideations. 
There was no common economic, demographic, or racial-ethnic 
linkage to the behavioral patterns. None of the cases had prior military 
service. Ages ranged from 71 to 15.   

In a smaller type of faith community, 170 members, any suicide 
attempt, let alone act, has a traumatic effect on friends and families 
of the survivors. The complexity of emotions generated had years 
of residual effect in the church family. The only common link was 
the surrounding local community the folks came from and found 
themselves in. 

Lambertville is one of those smaller post-industrial towns that dot 
so much of the contemporary landscape. A place that for the better 
part of a century was known for its light industry and factory floor 
operations; where anybody who wanted to work, did.  As in so many 
other locations, in the late 1980s that all changed. The factories 
closed and those without either the education or skills stayed in place 
and regressed down the socio-economic ladder over the subsequent 
decades. The close knit, and rather insular nature of the remaining 
family groupings, began to grapple with social and behavioral choices 
unknown in previous generations. Incarceration of various family 
members began to increase, drug abuse became more common, and 
a general sense of stagnation if not hopelessness began to creep into 
many in church family. I had heard this story before. In essence, I was 
dealing with a community experiencing spiritual injury due to the 
twin issues of under/un-employment and an emerging opioid abuse 
crises. Much like any military unit, ship, or battalion affected by 
suicide, our community felt trauma; the dynamic and internal dialogue 
of that community had to change.             

By 2009 after my fifth funeral in the community for either a suicide or 
opioid abuse induced death, it was time for action. I got into the attic 
and opened up the Navy CREDO papers and retreat outlines I used 
as a CREDO chaplain almost 25 years prior. I instituted in the church 
a series of 4 traditional CRRDO spiritual growth retreats using the 
same general outlines as we did in the Sea Services, with some added 
tweaks from the emerging field of suicide prevention, PTSD theory, 
and drug addiction.

I approached and treated the church and community as I would 
a Marine battalion, NMCB unit, or ship which had experienced 

Thank God for CREDO
Suicide Prevention in a civilian context  
by Application of Navy CREDO Principles
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a spiritual shock or trauma. The three 
traditional pillars of CREDO were 
maintained, an off-site event, use of music 
and popular media for mood and illustration, 
and a series of exercises with times of 
reflection, prayer, and/or reflection. Anybody 
who either attended or lead CREDO knows 
that the original material, even that used 
as late as the 1990s, still retained a sort of 
1970s feel and methodology to the content. 
Some of the content required a certain 
degree of modification and updating as to the 
A/V aspects and civilianizing some of the 
verbiage; but the results were most positive.   

And as CREDO has done for generations in 
the Sea Services, CREDO allowed the folks 
in the church and community to transact and 
process the residual issues of grief, loss, guilt, 
anger, rage, and the sense of hopelessness 
that marks any community in times of 
transition and loss. Those who attended the 
spiritual formation or growth events were 
then followed up six months and a year later 
to see how they were doing. And every two 
years after that for follow up if needed. One 
aspect of doing these in a civilian setting 
is that folks do not leave or move every 
summer or PCS out. You live with them and 
see them daily. 

Needless to say, these events were offered 
at no cost to the participants. All associated 
costs were supported by the gracious act 
of the Session (church governing board). 
Some participants chose to pay their own 
way. Another advantage of going CREDO 
in a civilian setting is you get to see the 
results of one’s labors. Out of the 67 folks 
who participated in the four retreats from 

2009-2011, there have been no identifiable or 
known suicide attempts or ideations among 
the participating family units. About 80% 
of the participants were church members or 
connected to the church. 20% were from the 
surrounding community.     

Three conclusion from the 2009-2011 
experience. Spiritual injury, harm, or 
trauma knows no boundaries or delineation 
from a civilian or military setting. Suicide 
prevention using strategies to prevent or 
address the potential is the prime task of any 
faith leader or clergy; civilian or military. 
When a community goes through shock, 
loss, and trauma the “pastor” must act. 

And finally, the opioid abuse crises, which 
remains the highest cause of death in many 
communities today, is much like the drug and 
alcohol problem in the Navy in the 1960s 
and 70s. There it required the Chaplain 
Corps of the day to do something to have a 
lasting and positive impact upon the broader 
institution. I believe many of the tools useful 
in suicide prevention and education already 
exist in either the public domain or are 
easily accessible. This is the case for clergy 
professionals in both military and civilian 
settings. Sometimes it may be as simple as 
going into the attic and dusting off what has 
proven so effective for almost 50 years.
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New Ministry Tools

Contributed by Dr. David Litts, Colonel (Ret), USAF

The newly launched Faith.Hope.Life campaign provides a rich variety 
of information and tools to support ministry at that challenging 
intersection of faith, mental health, and suicide prevention. The idea is 
that every faith community, regardless of creed, focuses one Sabbath 
each year on the characteristics common to most faiths that also help 
prevent suicides. These characteristics are at the very core of what our 
chapel communities are and what they do, in that they: 

n	 Promote hope 

n Build healthy social connections 

n Provide answers to life’s challenging questions 

Recognize and celebrate the reasons for living and the God-given 
value of each member in the community, no matter how young or old, 
weak or strong, healthy or infirmed, and 

Support those who face mental health challenges and/or problems 
with misuse of alcohol and other drugs, as they seek effective 
treatment; and they support their families and loved ones, as well. 

Faith.Hope.Life is an initiative of the Faith Communities Task Force 
of the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention. The resources 
were developed and collected by volunteers and are provided to all 
free of charge at www.Faith-Hope-Life.org. There are sections of the 
website tailored to each of the three Abrahamic faiths, Christianity, 
Islam, and Judaism, as well as resources generalizable to any faith 
community. Military chapel programs are ideal sites for the Faith.
Hope.Life campaign. 

Why should chapel programs consider the Faith.Hope.Life campaign?  
Suicide does not discriminate. Without regard for race, ethnicity or 
gender, it can strike the lives of the rich and famous, the down and 
out, and the just plain ordinary. You can be confident that for every 
100 people in your chapel family, several will seriously consider 
suicide in any given year. Compare that with the number who will 
suffer devastating physical problems. The faith messages of Faith.
Hope.Life help these individuals resolve those thoughts in a positive 
and healthy way. Additionally, you may be able to not only prevent 

the thoughts, but their terrible consequences—a suicide attempt or a 
suicide. 

Promoting an annual Faith.Hope.Life campaign in your chapel can 
make a tangible difference. This is more than another activity to keep 
people involved and engaged. Time and time again, studies have 
shown faith to have a very powerful effect, pointing to “protective” 
factors, such as, hopefulness, social connections, and reasons for 
living, that tend to be stronger in people of faith. Having an active 
faith and having a healthy involvement in a faith community have 
both been shown through research to help protect people from suicidal 
thoughts, suicide attempts, and death by suicide. By promoting an 
understanding that mental health challenges and mental illnesses are 
as “real” as physical health problems, people of faith in your chapel 
program are given permission to seek treatment from the medical 
experts as an augmentation to seeking spiritual health through the 
ministry of the chapel. 

Perhaps the best way to communicate that those with mental 
illnesses are welcome and supported is by simply praying for them, 
just as you do the folks facing physical challenges and hardships. 
And use their names. Those leading public prayers should say the 
words--depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress, bipolar disorder, 
schizophrenia, and problems with alcohol and other substances—
just as you would name physical illnesses or surgeries. Of course, 
confidentiality should be respected. By mentioning the names of 
the specific illnesses, you send a message that people facing the 
challenges in the mental and emotional domains are just as important 
and deserving of care and support as those with physical challenges. 
Also, you send a message that these illnesses, disorders, and 
challenges are real health problems and not character flaws or spiritual 
failings. When was the last time you mentioned the names of mental 
health problems in your public prayers?

The Faith.Hope.Life campaign offers an ever-growing array of 
resources to help you celebrate Faith, Hope and Life. On its website 
you will find: 

n Communications aids such as flyers, bulletin inserts, posters, 
PowerPoint presentations, and other graphical art 

New ministry tools for the intersection 
of faith, mental health, and suicide
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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
The MCA sends a weekly email “Newsgram” to members and subscribers. If you are not receiving it, 
you can sign up for it on our web page (www.mca-usa.org) or send us a note with your current or 
best address to chaplains@mca-usa.org so we can update our database.
Please keep all your information up to date by using the Members tab on the MCA webpage.

The Military Chaplain is one of four tools we use to keep up with you and to keep you informed about the 
work of the MCA, about deaths of our friends, and about events of interest to our members.

A second tool is our weekly e-mail NEWSGRAM. If you do not currently receive it, you can go on online 
to www.mca-usa.org and click on Sign up for our Email Newsletter and complete the form. We send 
the NEWSGRAM on Wednesday morning. If you decide at some point you no longer want it, you can 
“unsubscribe” and we’ll never be able to add you back (only you can do that).

The third tool is the good old United States Post Office. In addition to the magazine, we send out annual 
renewal notices, registration forms for our Annual Meeting & National Institute, and other very occasional 
mail that can’t wait for a magazine.

Our fourth tool is our website (www.mca-usa.org). On the website you can update your contact 
information, join or renew your membership, donate to the work of the MCA, register for the National 
Institute, and read back issues of The Military Chaplain.

Remember, the only way we can keep up with you is if you keep up with us.

Staying Connected

If you are a young chaplain, publishing your articles can be an excellent way to enhance your resume for the 
future. If you are a senior chaplain, you articles will share your experience, strength, and wisdom with others. If 
you are retired, your experience of transition and civilian life can give hope beyond the uniform.

The MCA provides two opportunities for members to publish their articles and books, and we seriously desire 
your writing! Submit your articles for publication on issues and concerns facing chaplains in and out of federal 
service: Voices of Chaplaincy or The Military Chaplain magazine. Submit your articles to the National Office by 
mail or e-mail.

Publish Your Articles

n Worship and spiritual resources including: sample prayers, 
meditations and liturgies; ideas for sermons and homilies; hymns 
and songs; and scriptural resources. 

Faith.Hope.Life Sabbath can be observed any week during the year; 
however, an ideal time for the campaign is early in September during 
Suicide Prevention week. 

Colonel Litts is a nationally recognized expert in suicide 
prevention and co-lead of the Faith Communities Task Force 
of the National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention. 
His distinguished career in suicide prevention includes 
being appointed by the White House to serve on the 2010 
Congressionally- mandated Task Force on Preventing Suicides 
among Members of the Armed Forces.  
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Columbia International University admits students of any race, color, and national or ethnic origin and complies with Title IX regulations. 

Learn from over 30 years of military 
ministry experience.
The life of a military chaplain requires the compassion 
of a pastor and the knowledge of a scholar. Preparation 
requires more than what’s offered in a textbook. That’s 
why CIU’s program focuses on how to apply chaplaincy 
principles to authentic situations that arise within military 
ministry.

Learn to advise commanders, counsel military personnel, 
and offer pastoral care to their families.

www.ciu.edu/chaplaincy
(800) 777-2227, ext. 5024

yesciu@ciu.edu

#DiscoverCIU

“Students are looking for personal face-to-face 
interaction where they can have somebody 
pour into their life from an experienced view of 
chaplaincy. That’s what our program delivers.”

–Dr. Michael Langston, CAPT, CHC, USN (Ret.)
CIU Chaplaincy Program Director
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The Role of Faith Leaders in Suicide Prevention

Rev. Talitha Arnold
Co-Lead of the Faith Communities Task Force 
National Action Alliance for Suicide Prevention
Senior Minister, The United Church of Santa Fe  
(United Church of Christ)

For surely I know the plans
I have for you, says the Lord,

plans for your welfare
and not for harm,

to give you a future with hope.
Jeremiah 29:11

As a young seminarian in the 1970’s, I was taught to avoid 
the first person singular in sermons or other writing. The 
focus should be on God, the congregation, or the reader, not 
on oneself. I still think that is sound advice, but this article on 
the role of faith communities, and especially faith leaders, in 
suicide prevention needs to begin with a personal story—about 
my parents, two military chaplains, and a local church pastor.

In 1945, my father, who had been a biology teacher before 
World War II and a Navy Lieutenant during the war, came 
home from duty in the North Pacific. He and my mother did 
what every married couple did in those years. My mother quit 
her wartime job as a microbiologist. My father picked up where 
he left off and became a biologist with the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, doing research and overseeing wildlife refugees in 
New Mexico, South Dakota and California. They started their 
family.

Life went on. But my father’s life felt like occupied territory. 
The war had come home with him. Not in medals or heroic 
stories, but in nightmares, anger, and fears. It was called “battle 
fatigue” in those years, as if it were a temporary condition that 

a good rest would cure. There was no term like “Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder.” Nor was there permission to acknowledge the 
long-term effects of that good war. Any lingering condition was 
a sign of personal weakness. After all, this was a war we had 
won, hadn’t we?

It didn’t feel that way. As my mother shared (only decades 
later) my father’s nightmares gave way to hallucinations and 
mental illness. In the spring of 1953, shortly before I was born, 
he took the family (my mother and their three little children) 
to Washington, D. C. because he wanted to meet with the 
Secretary of the Interior. Instead he was arrested trying to climb 
the fence at the White House and committed to St. Elizabeth’s 
Hospital. An Episcopal priest, who was also a military chaplain, 
helped my mother navigate both the court system and the 
Veterans Administration in that devastating time. The chaplain 
also helped her make the hard decision about what to do next. 
With no place to live, three small children, and a fourth child on 
the way (me), my mother moved back to Arizona to live with 
her mother. She thought it would be on a temporary basis. It 
wasn’t. 

Eventually diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia, my father 
was transferred from St. Elizabeth’s to a Veterans Hospital 
in Oregon. In Arizona, my mother, who already had her 
Bachelors in botany and her Masters in microbiology, earned 
an educational certificate to teach science in a middle school. 
In those days before childcare, she needed the same schedule 
as her children. We continued to live with my grandmother in 
South Phoenix. 

When my father was transferred from Oregon to a VA hospital 
in southern California, my mother considered moving the 
family there to be closer to him, even though his condition 
continued to deteriorate.  Again, a military chaplain at the VA 
hospital played a crucial role in that time. The chaplain was 
someone she could talk to about my father’s situation and the 

Faith. Hope. Life! 
The Role of Faith Leaders  
in Suicide Prevention
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needs of the family. His willingness to listen, his compassion, 
and his deep faith helped my mother make the very difficult 
decision not to move closer to my father. Instead she chose to 
stay in Arizona where she had the support of her mother, the 
local Congregational Church and her childhood community.  
“It was the most difficult decision I ever made,” she once 
told me, “having to choose between my husband and my 
children. I knew it was the right decision. As much as I loved 
him, I finally knew I couldn’t help your father and I had a 
responsibility to care for you children. But I could never have 
made that decision had it not been for the chaplain’s support 
and guidance. He reassured me time and again that God had not 
abandoned either your father or our family.”  

In the 1950’s, both the wider culture and local churches were, 
at best, silent about mental illness and the challenges veterans 
faced, and at worst, judgmental of both veterans and their 
families dealing with the issues my parents faced. In contrast, 
the chaplain at the VA hospital was someone with whom my 
mother could talk. His willingness to break the silence about 
my father’s situation and his understanding of how my father’s 
mental illness also affected my family was a lifeline to her. 

The minister of Neighborhood Congregational Church in South 
Phoenix offered a similar lifeline of listening and support. Like 
the VA chaplain, Rev. Tate was willing to walk through the 
deep valleys of the shadows with my mother. In addition, he led 
a congregation that supported my family in a variety of ways. 
Nursery care during worship gave my mother a chance to feed 
her soul without worrying about her baby or toddler (me). In 
Sunday School and Vacation Bible School, my older siblings 
and I learned about God’s love for all people, even children 
whose daddies were absent and/or in mental hospitals. At 
church potlucks and music nights, we connected with a caring 
community beyond our immediate family. Along with Rev. 
Tate, countless adults whose names I’ll never know provided 
us with a web of support through the everyday life and ministry 
of that local church. Thanks to Neighborhood Congregational 
Church, my brothers, sister and I knew God’s love and 
compassion in our lives, even as my father struggled so deeply 
in his life. 

Three years after his arrest and committal, for reasons that are 
still unclear, my father was granted a two-day pass from the 
VA hospital. Three days later he was found in a hotel room, 
dead from multiple gunshot wounds. The coroner ruled it a 

suicide. He was buried in his hometown of San Diego, where 
his parents still lived. After the funeral, my mother returned to 
South Phoenix to rebuild her life and that of my family. As a 
child I never knew the cause of my father’s death. What I did 
know is that Neighborhood Congregational Church and Rev. 
Tate continued to help her and hold my family, and that made 
all the difference. 

Although this story is about my family, it is also about the 
two military chaplains—one with St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in 
Washington, the other at the V.A. Hospital in California—
and the pastor of a local church. Without their support and 
understanding, the story of my father’s mental illness and 
suicide would have had a very different ending for my siblings 
and me. 

I also share this story to underscore the purpose and themes 
of the “Faith. Hope. Life!” campaign of the National Action 
Alliance for Suicide Prevention. As I learned at an early age 
faith leaders have a central role in fostering mental health, 
helping prevent suicide, and helping families in its aftermath. 
The “Faith. Hope. Life!” campaign seeks to equip faith leaders 
and their congregations for that life-giving role. 

As my mother did throughout my father’s illness, people in 
a mental health crisis –including being suicidal or having a 
family member who is suicidal—will more often turn to a 
chaplain, pastor, rabbi, imam, or priest than a therapist for 
support, at least initially. As faith leaders, we need to know in 
advance how to respond in ways that are helpful and informed. 

Yet many faith leaders enter ministry with little or no training 
in suicide prevention. My seminary offered no courses on 
the subject or even a one-time training event. That silence 
permeated not only the classroom, but the overall life of the 
community. The second week of my first year in divinity 
school, the wife of a professor took her life. At her funeral, the 
woman was remembered as a loving wife, mother and daughter, 
full of life. Yet there was no mention of her struggle with 
mental illness, much less that she had taken her life. Had her 
illness been cancer or had she died of a heart attack, her family 
would have been reassured by the church that such illness 
or death couldn’t separate her or them from God’s love. But 
because the cause of death was suicide, the church wouldn’t 
name it. The silence was deafening. 

The “Faith. Hope. Life!” campaign helps break that silence 
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and equip faith leaders in this crucial part of our ministries. 
The “Faith. Hope. Life!” website offers practical information 
on the warning signs of suicidal ideation or behavior, along 
with what to do “in the moment” –i.e., when confronted 
with someone who is suicidal or a family member who is 
worried about a loved one. In addition, the website provides 
worship and educational resources, along with theological 
perspectives and faith understandings of mental health and 
suicide from a variety of faith traditions. (Currently most of 
the resources are from Jewish, Christian and Islamic traditions. 
We are continually working to include others, particularly 
from Buddhist, Hindu and Native American communities. We 
welcome your suggestions and input.) 

The “Faith. Hope. Life” website also underscores the unique 
gifts that faith communities can offer in suicide prevention: 

n We help connect people – to one another and to God, the 
Creator and Source of faith, hope, and life. 

n We offer that connection in a variety of ways–through 
worship, study and fellowship groups, choirs, and service 
projects in the wider community.

n We work with families and couples, rather than only 
individuals.

n We are often intergenerational.

n People will more often attend a class or presentation at their 
faith community than at a hospital, mental health clinic, or 
university. 

What are ways our communities and we as faith leaders can 
do to foster mental health and help prevent suicides? Here are 
seven:  

1. Know the facts—and share the facts. Suicide does not 
discriminate; it can touch people of all ages, classes, and 
ranks; all racial, ethnic, and religious groups. However, 
suicide is also preventable and you and your faith 
community can play a role. There is hope and help. 

2. Know the resources in your wider community. Who 
are the therapists or other mental health professionals with 
whom you can partner or to whom you can refer? What 
are the immediate resources available for someone who is 
suicidal? Who can you call on for educational programs or 
training events? 

3. Talk about mental illness—in sermons, prayers, 
educational programs. Help your faith members 
understand mental health problems as being real and 
treatable in the same way that physical health problems 
are. Speak about mental illness just as you would about 
physical illnesses, such as cancer, heart disease, or diabetes. 
Lift up in prayer persons struggling with mental health 
challenges. While naming the specific person may not be 
possible for reasons of confidentiality, you can certainly 
name conditions such as depression, schizophrenia, or 
addiction. When we are afraid to talk about mental illness 
or suicide prevention, we send a signal that our community 
isn’t safe or accepting. Moreover, as a friend once said 
of her church’s silence during a time of a mental health 
crisis for her spouse, “when the church couldn’t talk about 
mental illness, it felt like God couldn’t either.” 

 When we do talk about mental illness or suicide 
prevention, amazing things can happen. In 1986, when I 
was an Associate Minister in a Connecticut congregation, 
I talked about mental illness and suicide in a sermon 
series on the healing stories in the Christian Gospels. For 
weeks after the sermon, church members came out of 
the woodwork to talk about their experiences, either with 
family members or in their own lives, with mental health 
concerns and suicide. As a result, the church began an 
Adult Education program on “The Role of the Church in 
Mental Health and Suicide Prevention,” the first of its kind 
in that area. Thirty years ago, breaking the silence broke 
open new possibilities for healing and hope.

4. Enlist your community’s leaders.  Office administrators, 
nursery caregivers, youth leaders, choir directors, study 
group leaders, Sunday School teachers—all are on the 
front lines of our communities. They often know what’s 
going on for individuals or families more than we ordained 
leaders do. It’s important that such leaders are also trained 
in suicide prevention. 

5. Offer your tradition’s “narratives of hope.” Faith 
communities share stories—from the Bible, the Koran, or 
other sacred texts--of how people have overcome adversity 
and experienced God’s presence in times of struggle and 
hardship. In his book, Psychology of Hope: A Biblical 
Response to Tragedy and Suicide, Dr. Kalman Kaplan of 
the University of Illinois Chicago, contrasts Greek and 
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Roman myths of tragic figures like Oedipus or Narcissus, 
whose lives end in suicide, with Hebrew Bible characters 
such as Elijah or Moses who overcome tragedy and loss 
with the help of others and the basics such as food and 
water. Women characters such as Hagar or Ruth offer 
similar “narratives of hope.” (These and other scriptural 
resources and sermon starters can be found on the “Faith. 
Hope.Life.” website.)

6. Offer your own community’s “narratives of hope,” too. 
As a young student intern, I served for a year with a church 
in Arizona. I was 25 years old and very uncertain about my 
qualifications, much less my call, to ministry. To top things 
off, my long-time boyfriend got involved with someone 
else. As 25-year-olds sometimes think, I thought my 
world had come to an end. But in that congregation were 
a number of  60-, 70-, 80-, and even 90-year-old people. 
Those “old people” gave me back my life that year. They 
had all lived through all kinds of loss and hardship, from 
the Depression and World War II to divorce and death of 
spouses, parents, and children. Yet each in their own way 
had continued in life, without bitterness or despair. They 
taught me that life wasn’t over when a relationship ended 
or a job didn’t turn out as one hoped. Like Elijah, Ruth, and 
other Biblical characters, the people of that ordinary church 
offered me “narratives of hope.”

 Our faith communities--be they local congregations, 
hospitals, or military units--all include people with stories 
of faith, hope, and life. Providing ways for people across 
generations or backgrounds to share such stories can give 
hope and strength to others. I know it did for me.

 7. Educate and advocate. Extend your vision and that of 
your faith community to your wider denomination, your 
city or state, or even the nation to support better laws 
and policies affecting persons with mental illness. Some 
examples: 

v More treatment facilities (both out-patient and 
hospital).

v Better funding for such facilities, drug research, etc.

v More training in mental health for teachers or people in 
law enforcement, medicine, etc. 

v Reducing access to means of suicide (eg., bridge nets).

One last way we can help? Take care of ourselves. Whatever 
our setting or faith tradition, one of the most important 
things we can do as faith leaders in suicide prevention and 
mental health is to stay healthy—spiritually, mentally, and 
physically. You know as well as I do that caring for others can 
be exhausting. Moreover, mental illness and suicide raise faith 
issues that aren’t present with other illnesses or deaths. Working 
with someone with a mental illness or caring for a family after a 
suicide can confront us with questions for which we don’t have 
answers, even if others—including our congregations-- expect 
us to. 

It’s important to pay attention to the toll such work takes 
on us and our loved ones. We also need to know our own 
vulnerabilities in dealing with such situations and deep need. 
What buttons get pushed, what red flags go up, or what 
unfinished business do we have with our own experiences of 
mental illness or suicide?  Knowing ourselves and knowing 
how we are affected by the needs and lives of others is crucial. 

A corollary to that self-awareness is also giving ourselves 
permission to protect ourselves emotionally, spiritually, and 
physically. There are times when, for whatever reasons, we 
are not the right person to help someone. We need to be able 
and willing to refer. And sometimes when referral is not an 
option, we still have to acknowledge our limits and trust that 
God will hold the person, even if we cannot. As the Salvadoran 
Archbishop Oscar Romero once said, “We are called to be 
ministers, not Messiahs.” 

Finally, to be able to continue to affirm faith, hope, and life in 
the lives of others, we have  to make time for faith, hope, and 
life in our own lives. Each of us may do that differently, but 
whether that means going for a walk, taking a hike, sitting in 
silence, praying with others, playing with your children, loving 
your spouse, watching the sunset, listening to music, petting 
your cat, or giving thanks for your dog, we—like the people we 
serve—need to connect daily with the Source of all Life. 

I thank God for the long-ago military chaplains and pastor who 
were life lines for my family as we walked the valley of the 
shadows. I thank God as well for your life-giving ministries. 
Blessings to you all. 
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Reviewed by Chaplain Kenneth L. Sampson,  
COL, USA, Retired

For Armed Forces members, “...caught in some of life’s worst heart-
rending situations...the practice of the Christian ethic does not operate 
with the certitude of moral perfection but rather with the assurance 
of God with us with grace for the way” write the authors of this 
thoughtful, compact, far-reaching new book (pages 9, 130). Wollom 
Jensen, retired ELCA Navy Chaplain and Canon to the Episcopal 
Church Bishop for Armed Forces and Federal Ministries, and James 
Childs, Professor Emeritus of Theology and Ethics at Trinity Lutheran 
Seminary, Columbus, Ohio, communicate with appreciation for 
the depth of theology and provide rich insight into the real-world 
dilemmas faced by our military.  

The text is a broad, enriching inquiry into the calling and tensions 
experienced within the chaplain’s vocation. It offers a joint focus 
across Navy, Air Force, and Army chaplaincy lines. Fresh resources 
in references and footnotes invite further study. While helpful for the 
entire armed forces and civilian pastoral care communities, this work 
is especially beneficial to initial entry and career-level chaplains.

The example of dialogue and camaraderie demonstrated by the 
authors--one an endorsing agent staff member; the other an ethics 
professor--is particularly valuable. Here is a faith community uniting 
as one to address complex issues of morality within warfare. In 
doing so, often isolated Religious Support Teams “in the fight” are 
encouraged, supported, and offered rich insight into the weighty 
concerns of their calling. The authors model the vision so capably set 
forth by Daniel Bell, outgoing General Hugh Shelton Distinguished 
Visiting Professor of Ethics for Leavenworth’s Command and General 

Staff Officer College: 
wrestling with the harder 
issues of our calling “...
is not a matter of isolated 
individuals...offering 
their judgments and 
opinions. Rather, it is the 
practice of a community; 
it is a matter not of an individual’s 
but of the community’s reflection and discernment” (Just War as 
Christian Discipleship--Recentering the Tradition in the Church 
Rather Than the State, 2009, p. 15).

Moral Warriors, Moral Wounds offers instructive guidance on 
distinctly Lutheran themes of “sinning boldly” (in a world “...fraught 
with uncertainties, inescapably tragic choices and ambiguity...we live 
by assurance of God’s gracious presence as we seek to do the will of 
God...” p. 9) and “theology of the cross” (a “spirituality of humility 
and compassion”) in making ethical pronouncements and providing 
care, p. 46. The call to the life of agape, neighbor love--universal, 
all-inclusive; self-giving, servant-leadership demonstrating a “sacred 
trust;” and committed to reconciliation, the “reunification of the 
estranged” -- forms the “heart” of the Christian ethic. In doing so, 
the text echoes themes of theologian Nigel Biggar’s commanding In 
Defence of War, especially chapter 2, “Love in War,” section V, “Can 
Love Walk the Battlefield” pp. 78-90, 2013).

This book will foster spirited discussion. The brief treatment of 
chaplains and weapons (chaplains who pick up weapons “must of 
necessity be barred from presiding at the Eucharist” as they damage 
their credibility and cause soldiers to lose hope, p. 39) goes contrary 

Moral Warriors, Moral 
Wounds–The Ministry of 
the Christian Ethic 
By Wollom Jensen and James Childs, 
Cascade Books, Eugene, Oregon: 2016, 150 pages, $21.00
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to my experience with Airborne Infantry and Special Operations units. 
Saying that Chaplain Assistants and Religious Program Specialists are 
“there to protect the chaplain but this is problematic for the Christian 
chaplain” (p. 38) clashes with the confidence I received from my 
“battle buddy” Chaplain Assistant Staff Sergeant Loic St. Gal de Pons 
while traveling throughout theater in Operation Enduring Freedom. 
And, the exploration of opening the door to “selective conscientious 
objection” (pp. 108-111) may also trigger vigorous debate. 

In assessing the authors’ work, three areas of nuanced emphasis arise. 
Throughout the first part of the book, the chaplain as advocate for 
“just war theory” (my italics) is set forth. The massive Department 
of Defense Law of War Manual (2015), authored by the Staff Judge 
Advocate community, is positively referenced. In treating the just war 
tradition as theory, some chaplains may “lose heart” as lawyers seem 
to have the final word. Yet, as articulated so well by David Corey 
and Daryl Charles, “The just war tradition (my italics) is the only 
framework that offers a rich, highly inflected language, a storehouse 
of categories...developed over centuries of reflection, in which the 
moral particulars of war can be examined (The Just War Tradition-
-An Introduction, p. 4, 2012). Just war theory implies laws, details, 
and checklists, the realm of lawyers and technicians. The just war 
tradition suggests high-minded ethical and religious deliberation, 
employed throughout the centuries, the domain of theologians and 
chaplains. Religious Support Teams can “bring to the fight” the 
highest of moral aspirations and ideals, the values and virtues applied 
to moral thinking, and the best of reasoned theological insight, when 
we deal in terms of the just war tradition, rather than theory.     

Second, in chapter eight on moral injury, the authors stress the 
importance of repentance, absolution, and the sacraments; a grasp 
of “divine solidarity with human suffering,” are distinct aspects of 
our call. They also emphasize the value of rigorous training and 
education in critical thinking. This focus might be intimidating for 
civilian pastors, chaplain assistants, and citizens wanting to aid 
those with moral wounds. In addition to these helpful skills the 
authors recommend, a fuller emphasis on the power of genuine 
listening would be beneficial. Writes my Reformed Church in 
America colleague and friend, Wayne Van Kampen, “An empathetic 
relationship begins to unfold when persons sense caring and 
compassion, as they feel heard, valued and respected…The pastor 
seeks, by presence and action, in word and deed, to mediate a measure 

of God’s grace which embraces the pain and unfairness which is so 
much a part of the human experience...Persons desire more deeply to 
be heard, valued, and respected than to receive answers which may or 
may not be helpful in their given situations” (review of The Spiritual 
Lives of Dying Persons by Scaglione and Mulder).

Third, the impression from the book could be that all returning 
combat veterans are “damaged goods.” To counterbalance this all 
too common societal misperception and assumption, reference to or 
mention of General James Mattis’s “The Meaning of Their Service,” 
(remarks before the fourth annual salute to Iraq and Afghanistan 
veterans at the Marines’ Memorial Club, San Francisco, 16 April 
2015) would provide a worthwhile corrective. For many Veterans, 
significant growth occurs in moral strength and personal satisfaction 
experienced through combat deployments. Applauding these positive 
character and courage-building attributes would add depth and 
meaning. 

Worth the “price of the book” are the illustrations woven throughout; 
the transparency of Wollom Jensen’s personal accounts of Army basic 
training and his thirteen-month enlisted tour in Vietnam, 1968-69 (pp. 
33-37, 84-93); the rich theological insights and context offered by 
Professor Childs (especially pp. 6-10); and the concluding wisdom 
and application of Romans 8:35-39 (p. 145).
   
Endorsers should consider giving Moral Warriors, Moral Wounds to 
their U. S. Armed Forces and Veterans Affairs chaplains as a stimulus 
to spiritual development and deepening, and as an affirmation of 
their distinct calling and competence. Chaplaincy tracks at colleges 
and seminaries, in addition to chaplain D.Min. programs, will benefit 
greatly from having this text as a coursework requirement. Battalion 
and Brigade level religious support teams will profit from the insights 
and examples of this work as they tap Center for Army Profession 
and Ethic (CAPE) or the Stockdale Institute rich practical training 
aides to engage in “dialogical ethics” (p. 118) presentations with their 
units. Departments of religion and ethics, at the university or seminary 
level, along with endorsers and chaplains, would do well to follow the 
example of the authors, uniting in conversation, discussion, and work, 
bringing readable, realistic insight and products to those in the field. 
In covenanting to work together, we can accomplish much to foster 
genuine witness, care, and healing.   
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Review by Chaplain Duane Breaux, 
LT, CHC, USNR, Retired.  

As the title indicates, this book is written from a purely Catholic 
perspective using Catholic theology and language. That being said, I 
think it is possible that chaplains from other Christian denominations 
can adapt the principles into their own faith traditions. Chaplains of 
non-Christian faith groups may have more difficulty. I will admit to 
a personal prejudice when I first received this book. I was afraid that 
the author would attempt to integrate heavy doses of psychology with 
Catholic principles with a dose of New Age ideas thrown in for good 
measure. I was pleasantly surprised. Instead, I found the author relied 
most heavily on Sacred Scripture with a small dose of psychology and 
no New Age concepts.

This book is an instruction manual on the proper approach to inner 
healing. It is a road map for those who provide counseling to someone 
in need. Father McCarthy’s writing style is clear and simple. I 
believe that Christians can follow the suggested guidelines and pray 
effectively over another person. The format of the book is consistent 
throughout all the chapters. The suggestions found in this book will 
enable the Christian counselor to reach out with the heart of Jesus to 
those in deep need of healing in the spirit.

Father McCarthy begins by reminding us that the human person is 
more than just body and mind. We are body, mind and soul. All too 
often, the medical profession is only concerned about the body and 
mind. That after all is their forte.  It is up to the chaplains to help heal 
the soul.

In the Forward of the book, Deacon, Dr. Bob McDonald, reminds 
us that in the book of Sirach, (Sir 38:9-14), there is the formula for 
an inner healing. First, one is to pray for healing, second, we must 
cleanse our heart of sin, then we can make an offering to God and 
finally, we consult the physician. The Christian counselor can easily 
follow this prescription. We are called to be a people of prayer. In his 
letter, James 5:14, tells us to when sick, call for the elders to pray over 

the sick. We are called to 
pray for each other. We then 
cleanse our hearts of sin. 
How many times did Jesus 
forgive a person’s sins 
before he healed them? 
We can make an offering 
to God. Fasting, for 
example is still a good 
practice. Jesus did it, so 
can we. Then we consult 
the physician. God in 
His great love has given 
the medical profession many wonderful tools to help heal the 
sick. I am personally amazed every time I go for my EKG at the VA 
that someone had the idea, let’s connect wire leads to the human body 
and measure the heart. I remember the first time I saw my heart on a 
sonogram, I thought what a great God we have who loves us. I can 
actually watch my own heart beat and pump without cutting into my 
chest. God is indeed the great physician.

In his Introduction, Fr. Bill reminds us that we are called to have a 
different anthropology than that of secular counselors. On page xvi, 
he states, “In Christian anthropology, man is body, soul and spirit 
with the Spirit of God indwelling our spirits. Therefore, at our core 
the Spirit of God dwells in us, enlightening our minds with the very 
wisdom of God and inflaming our hearts with His love. This is a very, 
very different anthropology. In Freudian anthropology, man is a little 
bit more than a rational animal. In B. F. Skinner’s Behaviorism, man 
is more akin to Pavlovian mice than to a child of God imbued with 
supernatural wisdom and love.”

In the first four chapters of the book, Fr. Bill lays out his foundation 
for the healing ministry of the Christian counselor. He writes about 
the healing ministry of Jesus from which he draws our seven 
principles of healing and life. Chapter 4 is an outline of counseling 
using charismatic gifts. These are gifts most Christian counselor 

A Catholic Compendium 
of Inner Healing 
By Father Bill McCarthy, MSA.  
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Review by Chaplain Keith Evans

Langston and Langston present a timely book on a critically important 
topic which is also very personal to them. Presented through both 
the heart and eyes of a wounded warrior and his wife, the Langston’s 
speak (write) from their “insider” perspective of traveling through 
the post-traumatic stress of a combat chaplain. The psychological, 
emotional and spiritual distress of combat is real. The mental and 
moral repair from being entrenched in war is desperately needed. 
For those experiencing PTSD, this text may well become a “foxhole 
buddy” that will assist them through long nights with a shattered soul. 
While the topic is focused toward military veterans, I suspect anyone 
experiencing prolonged effects of cumulative critical incidents will be 
helped when applying this information. 

Speaking from the perspective of both a healthcare provider and 
as a professional chaplain, I enjoyed this book. The Langston’s 
intertwine their personal experiences which correlate to the clinical 
and theoretical aspects of PTSD. This made the material come alive 

and not remain abstract and 
distant.

Creatively, all Chapter titles 
and topics are introduced 
follow various stanzas 
of the U.S. Navy Hymn, 
Eternal Father, Strong to 
Save. Following Walter 
Brueggeman’s concept of 
“orientation – disorientation – reorientation”, as well 
as psychological work of Charles W. Hoge, the Langstons relate their 
own story and develop a course for others to follow. 
This text will help the Post Traumatic Stress sufferer navigate along 
trusted coordinates that when closely followed with lead them toward 
hope and deep soul healing. My advice to the reader: read slowly 
cover to cover, absorb and own the content…repeat.

can draw upon. It is in Chapter 5 and following that he lays out a 
plan for healing various issues. As I mentioned earlier, each of these 
chapters follows the same pattern. First is the Background. What 
is the problem? For example, in the chapter on Pride, he states, 
“The thing I learned as a child is that there definitely is a God. The 
thing I struggled with all of my life is that I am definitely not He.” I 
think most of us can relate. Then, the Root Cause. Where can these 
problems come from. The third part is a Counseling Strategy. Here Fr. 
Bill lays our suggestions to help with the problem being discussed. 
As I stated in my introduction, Fr. Bill relies on Scripture which is the 

next section. He lays out several Scripture verses which relate to the 
issue. He has a Suggested Reading list followed by a Prayer. 

Fr. Bill has some 25 chapters covering just about every basic 
problem one can have in today’s world. The book concludes with 
several appendices again covering a wide variety of topics. I highly 
recommend this book to chaplains who counsel the men and women 
of our armed forces and their families. I find this book to be a good 
reference especially as a concordance helping me to look up related 
Scriptures when I am helping an individual or making a presentation.  

A Journey to Hope: Healing 
the Traumatized Spirit 
By Michael W. Langston, DMin, and Kathy Langston, PhD
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National Executive Committee Class of 2019
Chaplain Ron Skaggs. Joined 2011, Life Member 
2015, Department of Veterans Affairs, Assembly 
of God, Springdale, AR. Ron retired from the 
United States Air Force in 2000 as a Senior 
Master Sergeant having served 20 years as an 
enlisted member. During his active duty career, 
he consistently provided lay ministry in his local 

communities in several foreign countries and several states, wherever 
he was stationed, stateside and internationally. Prior to joining the 
Veterans Administration team, he served as a Clinical Chaplain at the 
Children’s Hospital in Denver, CO and the Medical Center of Aurora, 
Aurora, CO.

Chaplain William Wildhack, CAPT, CHC, 
USN (Retired as of 1 Sep 2016). Joined 1986, 
Life Member 2013, PC(USA), Tampa FL. In 
September 2010, Chaplain Wildhack became 
the first Reserve Component chaplain to serve 
as Deputy Force Chaplain, Navy Reserve Force, 
and fleeted up to Force Chaplain in August 

2011. Chaplain Wildhack presented his paper, Navy Chaplains at the 
Crossroads: Navigating the Intersection of Free Speech, Free Exercise, 
Establishment, and Equal Protection, at the 2006 International 
Symposium on Military Ethics. More recently, he was a subject matter 
expert for the Chaplain Corps Professional Development Training 
Course on Command Advisement by Chaplains. Chaplain Wildhack 
is frequently invited to teach on constitutional, legal, and regulatory 
issues in military ministry to basic, intermediate, and advanced 
courses for chaplains at the Naval Chaplaincy School and Center at 
Fort Jackson.

Chaplain J. Maddox (Matt) Woodbery, COL, 
USA (retiring in 2016), Joined 2016, United 
Methodist, Alexandria VA. Chaplain Woodbery 
received his U.S. Army commission on February 
28, 1988. After completion of Chaplain Officers’ 
Basic Course, Matt served numerous battalions 
and deployed in support of Operation Joint 

Endeavor to Bosnia in 1995-96. In 1997, he was selected to serve as 
an intern at the U.S. Army Chief of Chaplain’s Office, Washington 
DC. After graduation from Command and General Staff College, he 
was assigned to the Directorate of Combat Development, U.S. Army 
Chaplain Center and School, Ft Jackson, South Carolina. From 2007-
2010, he served as Deputy Joint Staff Chaplain in the Office of the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Subsequent to that assignment 

he served as the Joint Base Chaplain for Joint Base Myer-Henderson 
Hall, Virginia. From there he served as the command chaplain, 7th 
Signal Command (Theater), Ft Gordon, Georgia. Chaplain Woodbery 
then was assigned as the command chaplain for U.S. Army Japan/I 
Corps (Forward), Camp Zama, Japan. His current assignment is as 
the command chaplain for Intelligence and Security Command, Ft 
Belvoir, Virginia.

Chaplain David R. Van Horn, COL, Civil Air 
Patrol, Joined MCA 1983, Christian Church 
(Disciples of Christ), Marshall MO. Chaplain 
Van Horn serves as Squadron Chaplain 
and Personnel Officer at the Saline County 
Composite Squadron. He also served as Director 
of the North Central Region Chaplain Corps 
Staff College. Appointed a CAP Chaplain in 

1981, he served as the CAP Chief of Chaplains from 1993-1996.

Finance Committee Class of 2019
Rev. Josephine Pinkney is recently retired from 
the United States Air Force Chaplain Corps and 
recently joined the MCA team in April 2016,  
and now serves as a temporary coordinator of the 
Veteran Friendly Congregation Ministry.  She 
resides in the Washington Metropolitan area  and 
is an Itinerant Elder in the African Methodist 

Episcopal Church.

National Officers
Vice President: Chaplain Karen Stocks, Col, 
USAF, Retired, joined MCA 1993, Life Member 
1999, PC(USA), Garden Ridge, TX. Karen was 
commissioned as an Air Force Security Police 
officer in 1977 and as a chaplain in 1986. Her 
assignments in the military include Security 
Police Operations Officer, Protestant Chaplain, 

Senior Protestant Chaplain, Academic Instructor, Air Force Chief 
of Chaplain Executive Officer, Dover Mortuary Senior Chaplain, 
Wing Chaplain, and Air Education and Training Command Deputy 
Command Chaplain. She is the former Executive Director of Women 
United in Ministry, a non-profit organization for women chaplains, 
and served on the endorsing council for chaplains in the Presbyterian 
Church (USA), Cumberland Presbyterian Church in America, 
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, and the Korean Presbyterian 
Church Abroad.

Nominees for Office 
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Nominees for Office and Awards

National Citizenship Award 
Ms. Virginia (Vee) Penrod, Chief of Staff, 
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Personnel and Readiness. Vee formerly served 
as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Military Personnel Policy from October 2010 
to 2014. In this capacity she had oversight of 
the Armed Forces Chaplains Board. Her career 
includes 35 years of service in the Air Force in 

the field of manpower management at Air Force Logistics Command, 
executive-level management at the 601st Tactical Control Wing in 
Germany, and military personnel management, including Command 
at base level and personnel policy at Headquarters Air Force and the 
Air Force Personnel Center.

David E. White Leadership 
Award 
(presented by MOAA)
Chaplain Robert G. Certain, Col, USAF, 
Retired, joined the MCA 2003 and became 
a Life Member 2012. He is endorsed by the 
Episcopal Church. Robert is the current Vice 
President of MCA and editor of The Military 

Chaplain magazine, and is the immediate past Executive Director. 
Chaplain Certain serves as a Board Member and National Chaplain 
of MOAA and as the National Chaplain of the Military Order of the 
Purple Heart. He has served on the federal advisory health board for 
the Department of Defense and is the chairman of the Department of 
Veterans Affairs Advisory Committee on Former POWs.

G. William Dando Volunteer 
Service Award

Chaplain Louis Bier, LtCol, CAP, and contract 
chaplain at a VA Medical Center. Louis joined 
MCA in 1973 and became a Life Member in 
1975. He is endorsed by the Lutheran Church, 
Missouri Synod and lives in Walpole, MA. As a 
member of the Civil Air Patrol Louis served as 
the Massachusetts Wing and Northeast Region 
Chaplain for over 40 years. As a Boy Scout he 

earned the rank of Eagle and has received the 50-year pin for his 
Silver Eagle Award. Louis has been a delegate to the Massachusetts 
State Convention of the National Association of Retired Federal 
Employees and served on the Finance Committee of the Association 
of Professional Chaplains.

Treasurer: Chaplain George Dobes, CAPT, 
CHC, USN, Retired – Joined MCA 1992, Life 
Member 2004. Roman Catholic, currently 
serves as Treasurer. Former Assistant Executive 
Director. Arlington, VA. Beginning his ordained 
service in a multi-ethnic parish in north Chicago, 
Chaplain Dobes has continued his ministry for 

over 48 years, providing as a Navy chaplain for men and women in 
Guam, Japan, Key West, and Camp Pendleton as well as Washington 
DC. Following Navy retirement, Chaplain Dobes continued his 
service through his work with the Archdiocese for the Military 
Services, the Archdiocese of Washington, and more than 28 years 
of ministry at Epiphany of Our Lord parish in Annandale, Virginia. 
Chaplain Dobes has held the office of Treasurer of the MCA on two 
occasions and, in the capacity of Associate Executive Director of the 
MCA for ten years, was instrumental in ensuring the organization ran 
without fault or error. He was the critical link in guiding the MCA 
through the host responsibilities of the 2008 National Veteran’s Day 

observance, setting the standard for all who follow. Chaplain Dobes 
is known by all to be generous with his time and knowledge and is 
always willing to lend assistance to a friend in need. 

Secretary: Chaplain Kenneth Ruppar, LTCOL, 
USA, Retired, Joined MCA 2008, Life Member 
2013, Executive Director, National Association 
of Lutheran Interim Pastors (NALIP), 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of America, 
Chesterfield, VA. He was commissioned as a 
chaplain in the Army Reserves in July 1969 and 

entered active duty in 1978. Ken was stationed at Ft. Carson, CO, 
Ft. Rucker, AL, Ft. Hood, TX, and Ft Sam Houston, TX as well as 
Schweinfurt and Heidelberg, Germany. Chaplain Ruppar retired from 
the Army in 1998. In addition to his work with the NALIP he serves 
as Chaplain for the Richmond area Chapter of the Military Officers 
Association of America (MOAA), and for the Virginia Council of 
Chapters of MOAA. He also serves as a volunteer chaplain with the 
Chesterfield County Police Department since 1999.

MCA Award Nominees 2016
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Susquehanna Chapter

Susquehanna Chapter MCA meeting at Calvary Church, Lancaster, PA. Ch. Grover DeVault, President

Susquehanna Chapter

Left to right: Nancy C. DeVault, LT Tracy 
Brown (Pennsylvania State Police), Ch. 
Grover DeVault

Left to Right: Mrs. Kevin Brown, Ch. Kevin Brown, Nancy C. 
DeVault, Ch. Grover DeVault
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Letter to the Editor

You sent forth a challenge in asking for 
“Chaplain” Voices.
The men and women I served over the years 
of active duty --1952-1975 have not forgotten 
me  - nor any of the other Chaplains that 
served them. I receive notes and emails from 
many of them -  and especially cards at 
Christmas time. I am told of the new babies or 
grandchildren that now are producing children.
We have a local MCA group.    This keeps us 
current in Chaplain affairs.  Recent rumor is 
that the anti-religious people want to disband 
the Chaplain Corps because it is a government 
sponsor of religion.
BTW:  I appreciate the updates of information 
in each magazine.
Recently I received a worship folder from 
a man that I confirmed.  Upon finishing his 
enlistment, he made use of the military GI 
Bill education and completed the 8 years to be 
ordained as a Lutheran Pastor.
A true joy to know that work begun years ago 
in a military chapel will now be echoed in a 
parish church in our civilian community.
I enjoyed the comment of one lay person 
who is now a nun.  She says she was a 
“none” when she began Chapel attendance.  
She became a Christian through the Gospel 

preaching of the worship service.
My  guess is that the same can be said by any 
and all of our Chaplains.  We can plant the 
seed.  The growth will take an unspecified 
time, but the results will be shown by those 
who become Servants of Our Lord.
Six of the men that I confirmed became 
ordained.  One woman became a Presbyterian 
pastor.
And it was due to the chaplaincy that these 
men became pastors.
Without my being in the chaplaincy -- would 
they have had the chance to respond to the Call 
of the Holy Spirit to serve the Lord as a pastor?
Again, I enjoy the content of the MCA 
magazine.  It is worthwhile to read.
I give my copies to pastors who indicate an 
interest in the Chaplaincy.
One is now a National Guard Chaplain.  
Another is waiting for endorsement.
An incident from my chaplaincy years:
An irate mother contacted the Base 
Commander because I would not unite her 
daughter in marriage.
I require 12 hours of pre-marriage counseling 
and training prior to officiating at a wedding.

The couple was not mature enough to be 
married.  They were two people in love with 
love.
The Base Commander indicated to the Mother 
that I was his religious advisor and in that I said 
no, he would have to follow the advice of his 
advisor.
The mother was really ticked.  She secured 
local clergy to officiate  as I had not objected 
to their use of the Chapel for their wedding 
service.
I miss the association with other 
Chaplains, regardless of denomination.  They 
have a depth of study and concern that is not 
often found among civilian clergy, especially of 
any denomination other than their own because 
they do not have much association with them.  
I treasured my comradeship and association 
with all the other denominations.
Blessings to you as I have been blessed by my 
years as a Chaplain.

DVM   Padre Jeff   (Lutheran Pastor)
The Rev. Dr. Francis E. Jeffery
11109 80th Ave. Ct. SW
Lakewood, WA 98498-5658
Tel: 253-588-3478
Chap LtC (Ret) USAF

The Military Chaplains Association is pleased to announce its leadership 
in helping faith communities across the country to recognize Veteran 
Friendly Congregations (VFC) that have developed ministries which 
welcome, incorporate, and assist members of the military, veterans and 
their families.  The MCA has adopted this program first developed by 
a Georgia-based non-profit that has elected to dissolve. With chaplain 
members in every State and the District of Columbia, we have the 
human resources to serve as mentors and consultants to any faith 
community that seeks to develop meaningful ministries of welcome, 
incorporation, recognition, and assistance.

The purposes of Military Ministry Programs are:
• Help the congregation maintain an awareness of the existence and 

needs of those sacrificing their time and effort to defend our country
• Recognize, honor, and use the skills, leadership, and participation of 

veterans
• Create an environment of acceptance for any extended family 

member who worships or visits a local congregation.

• Accept the physical, material and spiritual needs of military 
members, veterans and their families.

• Provide an open hand to assist military families in their struggles.

Military Ministry Programs are intended to be:
• Simple and straight-forward
• Low cost
• Adaptable within any faith-context
• Customizable to fit the profile and demographics of any 

congregation within any faith

With nearly 100 Veteran Friendly Congregations already designated, 
we have a well-developed program to lead and expand. The MCA 
will include resources, guidelines, ministry suggestions, and other 
resources on our website, and will update and expand those resources 
regularly. As we enter our 10th decade of service, we encourage all 
of our chaplains – actively serving, retired and former – to serve as 
mentors and consultants to any congregation of any faith within our 
own communities.

Veteran Friendly Congregations

Dear Editor:
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We are very pleased to announce these seminarians as 
recipients of our scholarships for the 2016-2017 academic year.

Aaron T. Arnold – USA 
Aaron is endorsed by the Pentecostal 
Church of God and is a US Army Chaplain 
Candidate. He attends the Graduate School 
of Theology and Ministry at Oral Roberts 
University and will graduate in 2017. 
He received his Bachelor in Business 
Administration from the University of New 
Mexico in Las Cruces.

I have a strong desire to “serve my God while having respect 
for other faiths and beliefs.” I look forward to serving in a 
religiously diverse culture with compassion and consideration 
for others.

Austin J. Bowler – USA 
Austin is endorsed by the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints and is a US 
Army Chaplain Candidate. He is a graduate 
of Brigham Young University-Idaho with a 
degree in Family Counseling. He is working 
on his MA in Religious Studies at Brigham 
Young University and will graduate in 2017. 
He has served in the Army Reserve.

Ministry is about the individual or family seeking guidance, 
counsel or solace. Because of the religiously diverse 
environment in the military, I will be privileged to minister to 
all people in uniform and their families.

James F. Hummel – USN 
James is endorsed by the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, is a US Navy 
Chaplain Candidate, and has almost twelve 
years prior service in the US Air Force.  He 
is a graduate of Excelsior College and is 
currently working on his MA in Religious 
Studies at Brigham Young University. He 
will graduate in 2017.

As military Chaplains, the calling is to serve each day those 
who are seeking to serve their families, their nation, and others 
across the world, no matter what their religious background 
is. I can think of no greater calling I could hope for than this to 
share hope, encouragement, and understanding in a way that 
is universal and respectfully independent of denominational 
boundaries.

Timothy L. Jones, II – USAF
Timothy is endorsed by the Pentecostal 
Church of God and is a US Air Force 
Chaplain Candidate. He attends the 
Graduate School of Theology and Ministry 
at Oral Roberts University and will graduate 
in 2017. He attended Abilene Christian 
University for two years before completing 
his bachelor’s degree at Oral Roberts.

I understand that not everyone will receive things the same way 
or at the same time. I am ready to learn about and respect other 
faiths practiced in the Air Force, to be there to help any and all 
airmen no matter the faith, branch, sex, race, or anything else.

Ailsa Loraine Odom – USN - funded by Women United in 
Ministry Fund
Ailsa is endorsed by the United Methodist 
Church. She is in her final year at Perkins 
School of Theology and will graduate in 
December 2016.  She has a background 
in Seafarer’s Chaplain Ministry where she 
served prior to entering the CCPO program 
and full time seminary. She also received a 

MCA Scholarship in 2013.
Military chaplaincy, while still serving in traditional chapel 
settings, is a very hands-on ministry as it involves working 
in and alongside the flock you are assigned to at the time… I 
envision working in a religiously diverse environment will give 
me a better understanding of what it means to work alongside 
people from all over the world, respecting their beliefs as well 
as upholding my own faith tradition.

Five Chaplain Candidate Scholarships Awarded

Five Chaplain Candidate Scholarships Awarded
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Holy Days and Holidays
OCTOBER 
1-10 Navaratri** - Hindu
2 Muharram - New Year* - Islam
3-4 Rosh Hashanah* - Jewish
4 St Francis Day - Catholic Christian
 Blessing of the Animals - Christian
7 Afghanistan War began (2001)
10 Columbus Day (observed)
11 Dasara** - Hindu
12 Ashura* - Islam
 Yom Kippur* - Jewish
 Columbus Day
13 US Navy established (1775)
17 National Boss Day 
17-23 Sukkot* - Jewish
18 St. Luke, Apostle & Evangelist -  
 Christian
20 Birth of the Báb* - Baha’i
 Installation of Scriptures as Guru Granth  
 - Sikh
23 Grenada Campaign Began (1983)
24 Shemini Atzeret* - Jewish
 United Nations Day
25 Simchat Torah* - Jewish
27 Navy Day
30 Diwali - Deepavali** - Hindu - Sikh -  
 Jain
 31 All Hallows Eve - Christian
 Reformation Day** - Protestant  
 Christian
 New Year** - Jain

NOVEMBER 
1 All Saints Day - Christian
 Samhain - Beltane* Wicca/Pagan  
 Northern and southern hemispheres

 Birth of the Bab – Baha’i
2 All Souls Day - Catholic Christian
 Birth of Baha’u’llah* - Baha’i
6 Daylight Saving Time Ends
8 Election Day
10 US Marine Corps established (1775)
11 VETERANS DAY
 Signing of WWI Armistice (1918)
14 Birthday of Guru Nanak Dev Sahib -  
 Sikh
15 Nativity Fast begins - ends Dec. 24 -  
 Orthodox Christian
20 Christ the King - Christian
21 Grenada Campaign ended (1983)
24 Martyrdom of Guru Tegh Bahdur - Sikh
 Thanksgiving - Interfaith USA
25 Day of the Covenant* - Baha’i
27 Advent begins through Dec. 24 -  
 Christian
 Christ the King - Christian
 Ascension of  ‘Abdu’l-Baha* - Baha’i
30 St. Andrew’s Day - Christian

DECEMBER 
5 Somalia Campaign began (1992)
6 Saint Nicholas Day - Christian
7 National Pearl Harbor  
 Remembrance Day
8 Bodhi Day  (Rohatsu)** - Buddhism
 Immaculate Conception of Mary -  
 Catholic Christian
 War Declared on Japan (1941)
10 Human Rights Day
11 Germany and Italy Declared War  
 on US (1941)

12 Feast day - Our Lady of Guadalupe -  
 Catholic Christian
 Mawlid an Nabe* - Islam
15 Iraq War ended (2011)
 Bill of Rights Day
16-25 Posadas Navidenas - Hispanic Christian
14 Mawlid an Nabi* - Islam
21 Winter Solstice
 Yule* - Wicca/Pagan northern  
 hemisphere
 Litha* - Wicca/Pagan southern  
 hemisphere
 Yule - Christian
24 Christmas Eve - Christian
25 Christmas* - Christian
 Feast of the Nativity** - Orthodox  
 Christian
25-Jan 1 Hanukkah* - Jewish
26 Zarathosht Diso (Death of Prophet  
 Zarathushtra)** -  Zoroastrian
 St Stephen’s Day - Christian
 Kwanzaa
28 Holy Innocents - Christian
30 Holy Family - Catholic Christian
31 Watch Night – Christian
 Official End of WWII (1946)
 Kosovo Campaign ended (2013)

* Holy days usually begin at sundown the day 
before this date.  

**  Local or regional customs may use a variation 
of this date. 

Bold titles are primary holy days of a tradition.

Thank You 
United Way of California Capital 

Region
United Way of Delaware
Chapel Tithes and Offering Fund, 

JBSA Randolph, TX
Faith For Living, Matthews, NC
Ch. Melba R. Banks
Ch. Edward T. Brogan
Ch. Robert G. Certain

Ch. Gregory G. Caiazzo
Ch. David M. DeDonato
Ch. Grover G. DeVault in memory 

of Ch. Gaylord Gunhus
Ch. George E. Dobes
Ch. Harold T. Elmore
Ch. E. Blant Ferguson
Ch. James D. Howell
Ch. Shannon C. Maness

Ch. Clarke L. McGriff
Ch. Joseph R. Primeaux
Ch. Lyman M. Smith
Ch. Robert A. Sugg
LTC Noel C. Dawes
Minister Gregory Harrison
Ms. Michelle Hathaway
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Welcome
Life Members
Chaplain Steven E. Keith
Col, USAF, Retired
Liberty Baptist Fellowship
Joined 2012
Life Member May 2016
Amherst, VA

Chaplain Karen Meeker
LTC, USA
United Methodist Church
Joined as Life Member May 2016
Shickshinny, PA

Chaplain Willis H. Moore
Lt Col, CAP
United Methodist Church
Joined 2014
Life Member June 2016
Tucker, GA

Chaplain Leslie A. Peine
Lt Col, USAF, Retired
United Methodist Church
Joined January 1984
Life Member July 2016
Canton, OH

Annual Members
Mr. Nathan Blakenship
Prospective Chaplain Candidate
Calvary Chapel
Loveland, CO

Chaplain Michael Bram
Capt, USAF
Jewish
Anchorage, AK

Chaplain Kenneth Brandt
COL, USARNG
Presbyterian Church (USA)
Joined July 19, 2016
Wilmington, DE

Chaplain Shaun Brown
CDR, CHC, USN
Roman Catholic
Joined July 15, 2016
Cape May, NJ

Chaplain Thomas R. Edwards
LTC, USA, Retired
Southern Baptist Convention
Canton, GA

Chaplain Tammie L. Elfadili
MAJ, USA
GS 12, VA
Pentecostal Church of God
Katy, TX

Chaplain Gena Gibson
Civilian
Georgia Baptist Convention
McDonough, GA

Dr. Orando Gibson
U.S. Air Force (former)
Southern Baptist Convention
McDonough, GA

Chaplain Greg Hill
COL, USA, Retired
United Methodist Church
Pawleys Island, SC

ENS James Hummel
Chaplain Candidate Program 

Officer, USN
2016 MCA Scholarship Awardee
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 

Day Saints
Orem, UT

Chaplain Garfield Jones
LTCOL, GA State Guard
Southern Baptist Association
Lewiston, ID

Captain Laurence Malone
USN, Retired
United Methodist Church
Rockledge, FL

Chaplain Kelly Mathis
1LT, USARNG
United Church of Christ
Indianapolis, IN

Chaplain Jason McCracken
Civil Air Patrol
Seventh-day Adventist
Pottstown, PA 

Chaplain Michael Milton
LTC, USA
Presbyterian Church in America
Matthews, NC

Chaplain Bernie L. Oliphant
GS-12 VA
Full Gospel Churches and 

Ministers International
West Des Moines, IA

Chaplain James Sheil
MAJ, USA, Retired
Roman Catholic
Avon, OH

Chaplain Thomas Shores
Capt, CAP
United Methodist Church
Ellijay, GA

Chaplain Kenneth Stice
COL, USA
Southern Baptist Convention
Burke, VA

Chaplain Sid A. Taylor
LTC, USA
National Baptist Convention, 

USA, Inc. 
North Augusta, SC

Welcome Back
Chaplain David C. Marx
CDR, USN, Retired
Presbyterian Church (USA)
Joined January 1993
San Antonio, TX

Chaplain Joseph Thompson
CAPT, CHC, USN, Retired
Presbyterian Church (USA)
Joined 1970
Pensacola, FL

             Since the Summer 2016 issue of The Military Chaplain, we have heard about some of our chaplains who have gone to their greater reward.

TAPS
John Bryant “J.B.” Narron
Col, USAF, Retired
Joined 1971
Deceased January 4, 2016
Free Will Baptist
Greenville, NC

Chaplain Donald W. Shea
MGEN, USA, Retired
Former Chief of Chaplains
Roman Catholic
Deceased May 18, 2016
Bigfork, MT

Chaplain Gaylord T. Gunhus
MGEN, USA, Retired
Former Chief of Chaplains
Church of the Lutheran Brethren, 

America Synod
Joined January 1977
Life Member January 2004
Deceased May 27, 2016
Bellingham, WA

Chaplain Vincent L. Rothwell
LTCOL, USA, Retired
United Methodist Church
Deceased June 1, 2016
Westfield, NY

Nancy Jean DeVault
Wife of Chaplain Grover DeVault
LTC, USA, Retired
MCA Life Member, Emerson 113
Deseased June 22, 2016
Lancaster, PA

Chaplain Phillip Lee Minton, Sr.
LTC, USA, Retired
Baptist
Deceased July 5, 2016
Chattanooga, TN

Chaplain Martin Eric “Marty” 
Matthis

MAJ, USA (former)
Evangelical Lutheran Church  

of America
Deceased July 6. 2016
Fairfax, SC

Chaplain Jerry Pitts
Col, USAF, Retired
Pre-retirement Assignment: 

Armed Forces Chaplains Board
Baptist
Deceased July 10, 2016
New Braunfels, TX

Chaplain Donald Gover
COL, USA, Retired
Baptist
Joined MCA 1970
Deceased July 12, 2016
Fort Worth, TX

Chaplain Eric S. (Ric) Renne, Sr.
LtCol, USAF, Retired
Anglican
Joined 1977
Life Member 1998
Emerson 117 2006
MCA National Treasurer  

2008 - 2014
Deceased August 15, 2016
Surry, VA

Chaplain Anthony M. Imberi
COL, USA, Retired
Roman Catholic
Deceased August 21, 2016
Aberdeen, SD
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CHAPLAINCY: 
NO ORDINARY CALLING

TRINITY: 
NO ORDINARY SEMINARY

For program details contact Dr. Ken Botton, 
Coordinator of Chaplaincy Studies at 
kbotton@tiu.edu or visit teds.edu/chaplain

Affordable:  MDiv 
(Chaplaincy focus) 

with $4500 guaranteed 
scholarship annually for 

chaplain candidates

Attainable:  DMin in 
Chaplaincy Studies for all 
Active Duty, Reserve and 
Guard Chaplains with up 
to four seminars credit 

granted for in-service 
military chaplaincy training

Adaptable:  Non-cohort 
DMin program lets you 

begin anytime, complete  
at your own pace

Advanced:  Counseling, 
Bioethics, Homiletics, and 

World Religions study 
opportunities suitable  

for ThM and other 
government sponsored 
post-graduate training

TRAINING EXTRAORDINARY CHAPLAINS


